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COIWtVATION 
OF FISH
EARLIER PICKING
TO AVERT BREAKDOWN
f’rcmature RJponJng Threatens Troub­
le If Apples Arc Left TooAND GAME'
Vernon, B.C., August 18, 1924.
Board Of Trade Gives Active Assist- An open letter to the growers and ship- 
ance To FlsA And Game pers of fruit in the-Okanagan Valley:
Protective Association 1 Dear Sirs: .
At a general meeting of the Okan
The attendance at the monthly rncct- Horticultural Club, ‘comprising
& c r  . S  .SS f  [cia'* cf the Dominion and Provin- 
average. President Grotc Stirling was ciat Departments of Agriculture, held 
in tbc chair. Vernon on August the 14th, the
British Scientists Un,ablc To Visit question of premature ripening of fruits 
Okonagan ^  1 was discussed.
A Icttcr^Was read from Mr. r .  S. Reports brought in by representativ-
Toronto, expressing regret that the were to the effect that most varieties 
Agricultural ‘Section were unahle to of fruit show signs of maturing from 
acccpC tll^'jnvitation of the ^Board to weeks earlier than nor-visit the .Okanagan, as the programme . '
of mcctirifes already arranged ifor their
■Western trip unfortunately did not per-1 This condition will probably neces-. . .  . .
ASSOdATED
GKOWW
•» •B'4> 4* 14» « 4 >  •B* 4>«  4  •!>
I ♦  , '
♦  “TURK" LEW IS IS ♦
♦  AQUATIC CHAMPION ♦
\*  ■ ' ---------  4>
w 1 1 *  Popular Local All-Round Athlete ♦BULLETIN: :
' ♦  Computation of the points gain- ♦
Comparative Merits Of The Four- 
Basket Crate And the Lug As 
Cherry Pockage
m ii of a detour through the valley, and gitatc picking considerably earlier than 
thcir_ appreciation of fhe kindness of y jg especially true of the
the Board in extending the invitation. . t i-i ^' The President remarked that, al- Jonathan apple, which is very.likely to
though the Agricultural Section as a break down when picked overmature 
. whole could not make the trip through For this reason it was resolved as
the Okanagan. U w^s ^nde^tood that advisable, that this Club convey this in- Mr. Dymond himself would pay a vis- J L-
it to Kelowna, and in that , event the formation to the growers and shippers 
Board would show him every courtesy, of fruit in order that they may make 
• Lights On Vehicles provision for harvesting their crop ac-
To the queries sent out by the Board cordingly. 
to farmers’ organizations asking for Yours very truly,
an expression of opinion on the pro- ' . ' t w f  OTfANAGAM
posal to enforce the carrying of lights xjrvr.'rrr'TTT-t-ttid a t r r  ttt>by all vehicles after dark,.only thjreel HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
replies were received. The Glenmore
F ru it Growers’ Association announced o r GANIST A P P O IN T E D  
the result of a vote at their last regu- FO R  U N IT E D  CH URCH
lar meeting as being 13 m favour and
19 against, with several members not ^  ^
voting., During the debate, it was sta- Poshion Has Been Accepted By Mr, 
ted, a suggestion* had been made that* W. Moneneff Mawer
the tie .posts in Kelowna should be, .u . tt j  /-u ulaced near the water trough. The . It appears that the United Church, 
ast Kelowna Branch of the B. excellentFruit Growers’ Association stated that choice in the^selechon of a n ; organist
the matter had been brought Up at a and choir leader, the position vacated 
meeting of water users, at which there I by Mr. J- Borthwic^
was a very good attendance, and on be- and accepted by Mr. W. Mon^® . .. . -- -1 cneff Mawer, who paid this city-a visiting put to I  vote, the decision vvas al- ri it ti m  
mnot tinanimniislv in favour of the I last weck and who will have charge ofost u a i ously i  fa r f t e |asl . . .  ,
•proposed regulation, r For the United I the music at the services held at that
*■ armers" of British Columbia, Mr. T. I church on the first Sunday in Septem- 
Bulman, President, replied that-there hen  ̂ ^  xi
was not likely to be a meeting, of the „  Mr. Mawer, who recently came to 
Central Executive for some time, but Western Canada from .Newfoundland, 
at the first opportunity th e , matter comes to this city with a very var^d 
would be brought before that body. and up-to-date musical experience. He
President Stirling did not think that received his early^ training m Edm- 
80 far there was evidence of a suffic- burgh Scotland beginning^ as a boy
ient body of public opinion in support chorister and later on as sc^ojst, at St. 
of the proposal to warrant the Board John s Episcopal Church, P rices St., 
going on with it. As neither the pro- where he was connected with the choir 
Soser or seconder of the resolution con- for over ̂ six years. Later on he studied 
cerning: the matter was present, he manofort^ harmony and theory with 
asked the meeting to decide what ac- D r Frank Bate^ organist of Norwich 
tion was to be taken.On motion of Messrs. S. J . Elliott celebrated organ recitalist and coni^ 
.and H. V. Craig, the resolution was er- Vocal music he studied with Signor
laid on the table for six months. ^^berto Randegger, of London, !^gT 
_ land, and‘Signor Vittoria Ricci, of Flo-
Invitation From Seattle Chamber Of Lence, Italy.
At the age of eighteen Mr. Mawer 
An invitation was received from the L-eceived his first appointment, that of 
Seattle Chamber of Commerce to at- organist and choirmaster to the Gorgie 
tend_ a proposed celebration and re- Free Church, Edinburgh, arid since 
ception to the American round-tHe- uhen has held similar positions at the 
world aviators, to be held in Seattle L^dy Glenorchy U. F. Church, Edin- 
on cpmpletiori of the flight, approxi- hjurgh, the Westminster Presbyterian 
mately during the latter part of Au- church, Regina, besides having had 
gust. . charge of the musical training of the
The Secretary was instructed to choir of St. Andrew’s Presbyterian 
thank the Chamber for their invitation. | church, St. John’s, Newfoundland, at 
Civil Service Research which city he also acted as conductor
The Citizens’ Research Institute of 1 of St. JoW s Choral and 'Orchestral
Canada forwarded an announcement (Society, which^included over two hun- 
•that it had established a department on a fifty piece orchestra,
research in civil service organization Mawer, who is a vocalist, as
and in purchasing, under the naine of wcll,as an organist, is at present m 
the Canadian Civil Service Research Vancouver, but will return here short- 
Conference, in the belief that, with the |y together with Mrs. Mawer and fam- 
assistance of public-spirited citizens, i t | “y* 
can render service i« promoting effic- .
iency in the civil service and in busi- WORLD AVIATOKS riO F  
ncss-like purchasing and contracting,! OFF FOR GREENLAND
and ■ the Board was requested to help 
by enrolling as a member at an annual REYKJAVIK, Iceland, Aug. _21.— 
fee of $5.00, which would entitle it to | The United States army world aviators
♦  cd by various contestants at the ♦
♦  Kelowna Regatta last week has ♦
♦  resulted in award of the handsome ♦
♦  silver championship cup, given by ♦  
•fi* the Aquatic^ Association, to Mr. •8' 
•B* V. D. Lewis, widely known as ♦
Vernon, B.C., August 18, ■1924.1’** "Turk.” This deservedly popular ♦
On varicius occasions the question ?  S, - . j   ̂ ♦  guishcd himself at hockey, base-
has been raised as to the comparative U  ball, football and basketball, has *8-
merits of the four-basket crate and the ♦  now added aquatic laurels to his *8* 
lug as a package for cherries. During honours and his numerous friends *8*
the oast cherrv season we have made *  rejoice at his success. The run- *trie past Cherry season we have mado ^  Mr. W. R. Foster. The *8*
a careful study of this in tl^c markets •{« points« earned by Messrs. Lewis ♦
to determine which is the most desir- *§• and Foster-were as follows:— "B*
able package from the growers’ point _ , Y* D* Lewis. W. R. Foster. •8*
of view. Our representative, Mr. J. B. 2  ........ ............  ?
Dickey, who had this matter in c h a r^  L  gf^as?^ s‘t"ok" ig i"!""”"!.'""!!!!!! 12 -B*
has made the following report which ♦  Four Styles.... 24'.............. .......  18 ♦
will be of great interest to all growers ^  300 yds. Swim 18 .................   ♦
of cherries and which we quote in 1^ “  T d *
full:— . 1
“The four-basket crate is certainly 
the most popular package with grocers 
from the standpoint of mcrease^l vol­
ume of sales, and the case with which
PRINCESS MARY IS
AGAIN A MOTHER
GOLDSBOROUGH, England, Atig.
it is handled. When well faced, the 21.—Princess Mary, daughter of King 
customer is attracted and in a great George and wife of Viscount Lascelles 
many cases a sale of a basket is made ^.'^® birth to her second child, a sor
where only a pound or two would be seats of the Lascelles fami
purchased were the lugs on display, ly.
It is a case of increased consumption Princess Mary was married to Vis 
of possibly 50 per cent as against the Lascelles in Westminster Abbey
, ... .."i. I £ X j  T * on February 28th, 1922. Their firstlug with the same class of trade.. Let was also a boy, born in London
me point out here that this is of course on February 7th,» 1923, and was chris- 
much more in evidence when the sell- tened George Henry Hubert Lascelles 
ing price is within the reach of the L  Both mother and baby were reported 
, j. xxr „ •  u* .. ..n doing well. There was some disap-ordinary consumer. We might as well ! mother,
admit that during the past seasort the for she had hoped for a daughter. The 
cherry was a luxury to most classes Queen was not present when the in- 
and was not consumed in like quant- fant was^born. Her Majesty left some
PREPARATIONS 
FOR FAIR IN 
FULL SWING
Special Encouragement Offered To 
District Exhibits—Sports Programme 
To Contain Attractive Features
FISH  MAY BE PROTECTED-
BY "SPECIAL GUARDIAN"
Work Of Fish And Game Protective 
Association Promises To 
Produce Results
IWEEDYLOTS 
ARE TO BE 
CLEANED UP
A fully attended meeting of the Ex-;i
ccutivc Committee of the Kelowna I Inspection Of Untidy Property Will
... -..1. ii. ^  .. crocheted garments for the baby work-ities with the previous two or three] her own hanefs.
seasons. I am referring to the Bings
and Lamberts, as they are the varietr <^^70 KILLED BY MOTOR 
ies most affected by the lug. We, might , CAR NEAR VICTORIA
also include the Windsor and Deacon,
as both are blacks of the dessert var-1 VICTORIA, Aug. 21.—^While walk- 
iety. Frankly, I would say our pre- ing along the East Saanich road after 
ent volume; of Royal Annes will never I evening together, A. D
receive the reports to be issued by the and Lieut. LocatelH, Italiian airman.
Conference and to attend and take part 
in annual conventions.
After some discussion, it was decided 
to acknowledge receipt of the commun­
ication and to ask far further infor­
mation as to any reports or publica­
tions issued by the movement.
Vacancies In  C.N.R. Directorate
The Winnipeg Board of Trade sub­
mitted a resolution adopted' by its 
Council regarding the personnel of the 
C. N. Railway directorate, and asked 
for an expression of the Board’s views 
thereon. The resolution requested the 
Dominion Government to take immed­
iate steps to complete the full board of 
fifteen directors authorized, by legisla­
tion; to maintain, in making such ap­
pointments, the principle of keeping 
the railway system absolutely free from 
politics and, in selecting men for the
hopped off from here at 8.15 this mor 
ning. The weather was fine and the 
flying conditions were excellent. All 
of the take-offs were made easily, none 
of the airmen having the slightest dif­
ficulty., The aviators were heading for 
Frederiksdal, near Cape Fareweil, at 
the southern tip of Greenland, a hop 
of about 825 miles. T h ^  passed the 
United States cruiser Rienmond on 
patrol about sevcntj‘ miles off the Ice­
land coast, at 9.35 a.ni. Lieut. Loca- 
telli was then leading his American 
companions, Lieut. Lowell H. Smith 
and Lieut. Eric H. Nelson, by five 
miles.
HERRIOT DECLARES REAL
PEACE IS BEGINNING
... ______PARIS, Aug. 21.—“The London
SiY^cToraTerW act in consuU with ] conference was only the beginning of 
the leaders of the various parties in the ^ ----- -
House of Commons, the directors to be 
men whose ability and experience fit 
them for the responsibilities of such 
position and to be selected so as to ade­
quately represent the Dominion froiii 
a geographical standpoint. Further, to 
arrange for the creation of an executive 
committee of five or six men chosen 
from the directorate, one membei^of 
which shall be the President of the Ca­
nadian National Railways, such com­
mittee to be composed of men who are 
able and willing to devote the necess­
ary time to the service of the railway, 
and who shall be available at short no­
tice for consultation in Montreal, Tor­
onto or Ottawa, to deal with immed­
iately pressing problems as required; 
the members of this committee to be 
paid on a liberal basis. Of this com­
mittee, at least one member should be 
representative of the Western Prov-
(Continued on Page 4)
real peace in Europe,” Pr.emier Herriot 
declared in the Chaniber of Deputies 
this afternoon. This statement was re­
ceived with much applause.
”You will observe,” continued the 
Premiei', “that wc have given a large 
part of the work to Americans in our 
control organization. We have done so 
intentionally. The regime upon which 
the Dawes plan deperids must endure.’’
M. Herriot ended his speech at 4.20 
p.m. after having spoken an hour and 
five minutes. He was applauded as he 
sat down. At the commencement of 
his address he was enthusiastically ac­
claimed by his supporters and booed 
by the Communists and deputies of the 
Extreme Right for five minutes.
£ 1,1 T- ji j  • 1 ... . McLachlan, 1030 Empress: Avenue,36 successfully handled in Irigs owing and D. T. Ballantyne,. Lake-
to their tenderness. hill, were struck and instantly killed
“To be a popular seller the four-] last night by a fast travelling motor
basket crate must retail at $1.00 per car. Both men were about 65 years
, ,  ̂ T,.. (toAn___ of age, friends of long standing and3asket. This means $2.40 Per crate I citizens.
i .̂O.B. Okanagan. At 75 .cents per The ^peed at which the car was tra-
sasket to the consumer they go into veiling was attested to by the fact that
consumption very freely, in fact it is UkO skulls of both m en‘■were shattered 
 ̂ , i, rru* by the terrific impact and many bonesthen almost a crate P«rclwse. Th«s J  broken.
price would riiean $1.50 F.O.B. Dur- Two cars, one driveri by Dr. E, W. 
ing the past season some dealers rie- Boak and the other by Dr. C. W. Duck, 
tailed baskets at $1.25 but the majority were apparently driving in the same 
cn o„i,i du'ection with one trying to pass theasked $1.50 while fruit stands sold Qther. The car driven by Dr. Boak
small lots at 35 cents per pound. Some ^as pitched from the road on the left 
of them tried to hog if at 40 cents and hand side, evidently coming ,in contact 
45 cents but the great majority sold at with the heavy car driven by Dr. Duck,
making any killing, taking into consid- ^t least twelve feet deep,
eration shrinkage and handling. The Chief of Police Brogan of Saanich
lug is essentially the fruit stand pack- swore out an inform^iori against Dr.
^  J Ml T Boak this morning. The doctor wasage and will,. I believe, become Pior® released on bail pending an inquest, 
popular m tiirie. It is only a matter
of playing the lug a little stronger each | A m ¥lT T «
IB chief drawback b  the 1 R E P R E S E N T A T I V E
The Fraser River, once the world’s 
most famous salmon stream, is no long­
er a factor in the sockeye pack, accord­
ing to the annual report of the B.C. 
Department of Fisheries just published.
season
cessity of immediate sale as the fruit 
will not. stand up nearly as long as in 
the four-basket crate, and as we haye 
learned through disastrous experience 
they will not'store in cold storage. An­
other feature which has caused , much 
trouble and loss is the bottom board 
being not quite wide enough. This cuts 
.the fruit and decay begins rapidly. 
This could be easily remedied.
"The finest lug reaching the market 
was partitioned in the centre and the 
fruit beautifully faced. The box mat­
erial was strong enough and with a full 
pack there was no damage to the fruit 
although the bottoms and sides of the 
lug did not meet closely. If we could 
put out a similar package there’ is no 
doubt in my mind but that it would 
go over big. During the coming 
months we should have some of our 
Local staffs and some keenly interested 
person from Central go thoroughly into 
the question of the lug package, as it 
will undoubtedly mean more money to 
the producer and will, find its place 
with a certain trade. However, we 
must not overlook the trade who are 
getting big distribution and paying us 
real money for the four-basket crate.
“ In selling the lug it will be neces­
sary to figure-closely the difference in 
weight and saving in cost of package 
fis against the four-basket crate, and 
make a spread of some few cents arb­
itrary in favour of the latter. In other 
words, we must offer some inducement 
to purchase the cheaper package.” 
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B.C.
LIMITED.
IN BRITISH 
FRUIT MARKET
Colonel Scott, Of Salmon Arm, Chosen 
To Represent Associated Growers 
In England
Vernon, B, C., Aug. 19, 1924., 
The Advisory Committee have ap­
pointed Colonel B. Scott, of Salmon 
Arm, Vice-President of the Associated 
Growers and also of the B. C. Fruit 
Growers’ Association, to represent 
the Associated Growers in the British 
market during the coming season. Col­
onel Scott will watch closely the sale 
and distribution of apples shipped to 
that, market and make a thorough study 
of conditions, with a view to deter­
mining the best methods of obtaining 
maximum distribution and prices in 
the British and Continental markets. 
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B.C.
LIM ITED
$450,000 PA ID  BY H O M E
BANK SH A R E H O L D E R S
TORONTO, Aug. 21.-—The money 
received by the liquidators of the 
Honip Bank in settlement of doul>re 
liability claims on shareholders now 
amounts to $450,000.
VANCOUVER WOMAN IS
KILLED AT OTTAWA
VANCOUVER, Aug. 21.—Mrs. Ro- 
bert Mayworth, Broughton Apart­
ments, Vancouver, met her death in 
Ottawa last night when the auto in 
which she was driving skidded on the 
wet pavement, according to word re­
ceived here this morning. Mrs. -May- 
worth was visiting the capital to at­
tend the golden wedding celebration of 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Taggart.
MAY ARRANGE TRADE
TREATY W ITH  AUSTRALIA
If the Kelowna Fall Fair is not a 
complete success this year it will not 
be because the directors will not have 
made every effort to make it one. Mr. 
F. W. Pridliam, the President of the 
Board, is now in England, but during 
his absence his duties will be undertak 
cn by the Vice-President, Mr. M. Her 
eron̂ , and from now on the directors 
will hold a meeting every Saturday ev 
cning in the Board of Trade Hall, as 
well as holding other meetings as fount 
necessary. Mr. T, Maxwell, of Rut­
land, has been co-opted a member o ' 
the Board and is doing his best to se­
cure a first-cla89 district exhibit'from 
that section.
This year the district exhibits 0 
fruit and vegetables will be separated 
and it is thus hoped to improve on last 
year’s showing. In order to encourage 
competition, the Board has allottee 
$10 to each district making these ex 
hibits, whether such districts carry off 
any prizes or not. They therefore ex­
press the hope that no portion of the 
valley tributary to Kelowna will' be 
unrepresented. It will also be noticed 
from reading this year’s prire list that 
there is a substantial increase in the 
general value of t'ic prizes offered.
On both days of the Fair - the pro­
gramme. of sports will include some 
first-class events, to which large cash 
prizes are attached. On the Wednes­
day there will be tent peggingj. horse 
races, a bucking horse contest, bicycle 
races, etc., and on the Concludinig-day 
the programme •will be similarly con­
stituted with the exceptioh of bicycle 
jaces, and in addition schoolboy races, 
potato race9 on horseback, special lad­
ies’ race and the point-to-point race 
down Knox Mountain, will be held. 
Apart from these contests, there w ill 
be the high jump and hurdles, for 
which horses are already being trained. 
There wJU be , no boxing events this 
year; M>r. W .'J . Coe and Mr. R. 
Lambly will hav6 charge of the sports. 
The prize money for all these contests 
has also been iricreased, so that it is 
expected that there will be a large en­
try for the events.
The side shows this year will be run 
by the “All Canadiari Shows Comp­
any,” Messrs. Conklin & Garrett, who 
provided this portion of the entertain­
ment at the last Fair, and will be prac­
tically the same as in 1923.
Fish and Game Protective Association 
was held at the Palace Hotel on Tues­
day evening, with Mr, J. N. Cushing, 
the President, in the chair.
After the minutes of the last meet
Be Made By Police And 
Owners Warned
MENNONITES BUY LARGE
ACREAGE ON PRAIRIES
All the members of the Couiicil with 
ing had been adopted the Secretary I the exception of Aid. Adams were in 
read somewhat lengthy corresnondenoe attendance at the regular fortnightly 
which had been earned on by him with I Mritwlfn, t.Lylif
Mr. A. P. Halladay, Inspector of Fish- ,
cries, New Westminster, relative to the J City Clerk submitted a list of
omission of the words “Kamloops | small balances, in most cases under 
trout” from the fishing regulations go- one dollar, due for light, water and
cation of the fish ladder at the dam on aad 1®“  city. Repeated efforts ha'V-
thc Okanagan River at McIntyre’s ing failed to collect these amounts, he 
ranch. In rcji[ard to the fishing rcgula- wished to obtain authority to strike
tions and their enforcement, Mr. Hall- L. ^r£ __ •__ ^
aday pointed out that it was quite hooks, so as to give a clean
possible for Overseer Gartrcll to attend sheet on starting to the nevv clerk in 
tô  such'matters single-handed, the dis- the Water and Light Department, 
trict which he had to coyer being so The requisite authority was granted, 
large, also that the Provincial Police '
and Gariie Wardens had the same au- ,
thority in connection with the enforce- A letter was received from Mr. A. C. 
ment of the fishing regulations as any Pearce, of Vancouver, offering his ser- 
Dominion official and were, iq niosl yj^^g bandmaster in the event of a 
cases, glad to render hearty co-opera- , _ , . •' j  s rr
tion in seeing that they were respected. being revived in the city. He
Ml*. Hallqday also stated that it was his stated , that he had been leader of the 
hope that a good live officer, a “Spec- Summcrlancl' Band in 1909 arid 1910,
ho took : Ihc bandsection of the country before next sea-i. v, , ixr i , tV i T, ." r '"
son. Regarding the difficulty in en-l**  ̂ Nc\V Westminster Exhibition,
W INNIPEG, Aug. 21.—The newly 
organized Mennonite land settlement 
board for placement of settlers from 
Libau, who will arrive in Cariada short­
ly, has purchased 33,063 acres of farm 
lands in Saskatchewan and Manitoba, 
according to information obtained here. 
The Eagle Lake farm near Flaxcomb, 
Sask, comprising 8,480 acres, is said to 
be one of the large farms obtained, 
while extensive acreages at Harris and 
Hanley, Sask-, and Meadows, Man., 
are said to have been included in a re­
cent deal.
W. J. BRYAN IS HURT
IN MOTOR WRECK
TERRE HAUTE, Ind., Aug. 21.- 
William Jennings Bryan was injured 
last evening when the automobile in 
which he was speeding from Tusola 
to Mattoon, Ills., turned over on the 
highway. Mr. Bryan was bruised and 
cut about the head and face but was 
able to give his scheduled lecture upon 
arrival at Mattoon.
BRITISH PLAN TO AID
m i g r a t i o n  t o  AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE, Aug. 21.—Negotia­
tions between the Commonwealth and 
mperial governments with regard to 
details of the neiv migration agreement 
3etwcen them are still in progress. It 
is generally understood that the Brit­
ish government will advance £34,000,- 
000 sterling, including £14,000,000 ar­
ranged for, under an e3cisting agree­
ment, and will share half the interest 
thereon for the first seven years and 
one-third of the interest thereafter.
RICH SUMAS LAND IS
YIELDING BIG CROPS
OTTAWA, Aug. 21.—After Hon.
J. A. Robb returns from abroad next ^
week, final negotiations will take place Qttality of the Sunias Valley sou that
VICTORIA, Aug. 21.—The land re­
claimed by the government at Sumas is 
proving so rich that this season's crop 
of oats is averaging sixty bushels to 
the acre and timothy planted last 
spring a ton to the acre, according to 
Hon. E. D. Barrow, Minister of Agri­
culture, who has returned to Victoria 
after a survey of the Sumas works.
“I am so much impressed by the
looking to a reciprocal trade agree- I am considering the sale of my farm• A_re _ _• tt-i'r\rnr»r frt nmiiirn nnnment with Australia. If one is con­
cluded, it will be a new factor in Van­
couver port development.
at Chilliwack in order to acquire a d 
work a farm in the reclaimed area," 
he said.
forcing the present regulations through and later was bandmaster of the 196th 
the omission of the words “ Kamloops Battalion, C.E.F.
S l 'e b L V p S '/a n a  .h<=: aldern,™ remembond
pected that prompt and definite action Summerland had an excellent band 
would result. He had also pointed out about the years mentioned by Mr. 
to the Deputy Minister of Public Pcarce, and they therefore readily a-
a » „ '
fish ladder at the McIntyre dam and that a reply be sent to Mr, Pearce ask- 
had asked that immediate instructions ing him what kind of employment he 
be^given to have this remedied.  ̂  ̂ desired in addition to'hand leadership.
Correspondence was also read which a 
passed between the Secretary and the . ^  resolution^ was passed confirm.
Premier, the Attorney-General arid the a grant of $50 voted in committee 
chairman in connection with the neces- to Mr. J. A. Henry, now in Vancouver,
sity of the appointment of a game war- who was injured during constructionden for the South Okanagan districtl  ̂ .. , .
and which ended in the receipt of a let- ® city reservoir, the money being 
ter from Mr. M. B  ̂Jackson, the chair- Paid without prejudice and pending 
man of the Board, tating that the investigatiori of his case by the Work- 
Board would he glad to act ̂  on the men’s Compensation Board. >wishes of the Association and would t-.,, J.„-i
riot overlook the. recommendations , tlje information/of the Council,
made by it.  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂ ^
The Secretary was theni instructed to icatibn addressed tj/ him by the In-
write Mr. Jackson,-asking under what I spector of Municipalities in -regard toconditions game wardens are now,:em-4 . _, . . . ,
ployed, what salary is paid them, whac standardization of municipal
their exact official status is, what quul-1 fuiancial statements. With the
ifications they are supposed, to have, letter was enclosed a draft showing 
the age Ijmit io r applicantsHor suchLhe details that should be incorporated 
positions and if they have also to act . u I  j.' j .1 tL  fish wardens. in such r^horts, and the Inspector
The following motion was next mov- stated that the plan would be submit- 
ed by Mr. J. H. Thompson, seconded ted to the forthcoming convention at
>y Mr, E. Wilkinson and carried municipal officials for dis-
nem., con.; “Resolved, that a special . , j  ,
general meeting be called at the earl- the Clerk
iest possible date in view of the possi- to give it his careful attention and, if 
lility of a game warden being appoin- at all possible, to attend the Penticton 
ted for this district, so that the Associa- meeting and present his views on the tion can make a recommendation for . .  f  ; .the appointment of one specific person
'or the position; also that a ballot he In this connection, a letter from the 
taken at the meeting to confirm the Municipal Officers’ Association of 
general opinion as to who would be the British Columbia advised that the datemost desirable person to recommend to . .
the Provincial Game Conservation of its annual convention w oulf be 
Board; further, that any other business September 2nd, at Penticton, and re- 
that members may wish to bring up quested the Council to arrange, if po.s-
with at that meeting. , sible, for the attendance of one or more Mr. Spurrier then informed the mem- . . • , . , .
hers of the committee that the Kelow- civic officials as delegates, 
na Board of Trade was in session and An iiitimatiort was also received from 
were to discuss the fishing in this dis- | the Good Roads League of British Col
PY‘"L Plyi‘''^and he*'alld its annual meeting virould bean attraction to tourists, ---- — —- - 1, t, x- .  ̂ .lMr. Thompson were Appointed to at- held at Penticton at the same time as
tend the meeting of the Board. the convention, of the Union of B.C.
Other matters dealt with before the Municipalities, on. Sept 2nd, and the
wa, red u ced  .0 send dole
Executi've Council of the Lower Main- g^tes,
land, relative to the proposed commis- By resolution. Aid. Meikle was ap- 
sion or board suggested for the hand-1 delegate to the Good Roads
ling of all game League meeting and the Mayor! andfor this, province; a communication , ? ,  ̂ .
from the secretary_of the B. C. Toma- City Clerk as delegates to. the munic-
to Growers’ Association relative to de­
struction by pheasants; and the pro­
posed attendance of officials of the De­
partment of Marine and Fisheries at 
the meetings of the Provincial Game 
Conservation Board to be held in the 
Okanagan in September. Before dis­
persing, a very hearty vote of thanks 
was passed to Mr,' J. H. Broad for 
putting a room in the Palace Hotel at 
the disposal of the committee.
RESULTS EXPECTED FROM 
IMMIGRATION AGREEMENT
LONDON, Aug. 21.—Authorities 
here who possess a practical know­
ledge of emigration and colonization 
matters, particularly with regard to 
Canada, arc disposed to anticipate really 
tangible results from the agreement 
signed in London yesterday by Hon, 
J. A. Robb, Canadian Minister of Im­
migration, on behalf of Canada, and 
by Lord Arnold, Under Secretary for 
the Colonies, on behalf of the British 
government, for the settlement of three 
thousand British families on Canadian 
farms.
The Canadian government has had 
chiefly in mind in conn_cction with 
negotiation of the new agreement the 
filling up of the twelve per cent or so 
of farm lands which arc left over now 
that the Soldier Settlement- Board has 
closed down. These arc suitable farms 
containing a sufficient area fit for im­
mediate cultivatjcm and situated in set­
tled and established districts.
ipal convention, with the understanding 
that as many other members of the 
Council as could possibly go -would 
also attend.
 ̂ Referring to the municipal conven­
tion, the Mayor said he had not attend­
ed that event for a number of years, 
having given up in di.sgust because of 
failure to obtain from the government, 
after years of repeated effort, power 
for municipalities to approve or dis­
approve of lands within their bound­
aries being subdivided and to give a 
rebate or impose a penalty on all taxes 
levied instead of only the general rate. 
These changes were finally brought a- 
bout by the government hut too late 
to do much good, as subdivisions had 
been made wholesale during the boom 
times before the war, adding greatly to 
the cost of civic water and light ser­
vices by the lengthy extensions re­
quired, while lack of power to deal with 
rebates and penalties on taxes had 
resulted in taxes not being paid 
and the property concerned pas­
sing to municipal ownership. The 
government seemed to have been 
in the habit of treatirtg municipalities 
in the past as children, incapable of 
managing tlicir own affairs, and the 
Municipal Act contained all kinds of 
absurd restrictions. For instance, in 
regard to dog.s, many municipalities
(Continued o,n Page 8)
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T H E  KBLOWNA CQURIIEE AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDI8T
THURSDAY, AUGUST ZUt, t m
STA-LOKT SEPARABLE CUFF BUTTONS
A better line of Links sold by jewellers, 
from $1.50 up to $50.00
Our ohowitJg of BEAD NECKLETS is extremely large and well 
assorted; the lo\y prices wiS
Jewelry repairing and manufacturing done quickly, neatly and at the 
lowest fifigure consistent with good work.
KewwN/ve-0,
DIAMOND MERCHANT
B A C K E D  BY
Service and
YOUR ORDERS W ILL B E  APPRECIATED AND  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION
W m . HAVG <a SOIV
Dealers in Masons* Supplies and , Coal
Phone 66 P.O. B ox 166
ZENITH CARBURETORS H I D E  BATTERIES
The Carburetor is the LUNGS of the car. 
The Battery is the HEART of the car;
G e t  one of our EXIDE BATTERIES and our new $15.00 
FORD ZENITH CARBURETORS
and note the increased “pep” of your“ engine and the fuel
■. saved.:"',
W E SPECIALIZE IN LATHE WORK, 
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING, SPRAY MOTORS
• — and —
MARINE ENGINE REPAIRS
Sutherland Garage & Machine ShoBS, Ltd.
49-tfc
••GIRL SHY" PROVES THE
VERSATILITY OI^ LLOYD
f.,' , i F '
V Troop First I Self Last 1 
Edited by '^Pioneer,"
Seen As Baaltful Small Town Boy In 
' H is Latest Comedy
1st Kelowna Troop
19th August, 1924, 
On Thursday of this week the com­
munity of Oyama 18 holding a big 
field day of sports, including four ev­
ents open to Scouts only—a running^ 
relay race between teams of four, a 
tugwof-wai; between teamii of eight, a 
lifO sqving Vacc arid an cffictcricy taep. 
We should' like, very much to enter 
teams fo t both the relay race and the 
tug-of-war at least, but we have riot 
yet progressed with the settlement, of 
bur camp accourits,'sufficiently far to 
know whether we can stand the ex­
pense of hiring a W ck oir cars to, get 
but there. We have a few bills still' to 
come in dritl we sliould also be glad if 
all Scouts who attended camp would 
pay their camp fees this month, if pos- 
sibic. ,:
Scouts well upheld themselves at the 
Rcigatta last week and we certainly 
had a great war canoe race with Pen- 
tfeton. point^ will be awarded to all 
who''wbri any places in any of the 
events, which tn trim will '^o towards
deciding the standing Of- the different 
Pafrols in tifiê  year’s competition for
W O O D !  W O O D !  W O O D !
Now is the time to stock up.
DRY WOOD for Winter or Summer Fuel.
Dry 16" Slab Wood, per rick, delivered .............  —....— .....  $2.00
Dry Box Cuttings, per load, delivered ....... ............................ $2.25
Green> Lumber Trimmings, per load, delivered ..............—..—. $1.50
THE KEIOWHA SAWMILL CO., . LTD.
How To Apply
a m a t c oTI
J^^XOTTOMWgOWVeNSC^PANEtSH
** T h e  U niversal W allboard**
Over Old Plaster Walls
Apply J^-inch thick Lamatco in 16, or 32-inch width right over 
your existing plaster. Nail through plaster to studding. This will 
support the falling plaster. Then finish in kalsomine, flat wall paint, 
enamel or wallpaper, or in beautiful natural grain finishes. Lamatco 
thus used will instantly and permanently rejuvenate your home. 
Write for particulars. > .
For natural grain panelling use Lamatco Finishes and get per­
fect results. .
tv
For Sale By
LECXIE HARDWARE LIMITED, Kelovna, B.O.
Rfanufactured By
Laminated Materials. Co., Ltd.,
New Westminster, B. C.
THE KELOWNA
P o u ltr y  Association
FLOUR AND FEED STORE 
ELLIS ST. Phone 354
We are at your service at any time 
and ready, willing and anxious to 
supply an;^Wrig required for Horse 
or Hem Cow or Chick  ̂ Dog or 
Duck, Goat or Goose, Pig or Pig­
eon. Our goods are the best we 
can buy and the cheapest we can 
selL
Support a home industry by trying 
a sabk of PLAVO FLOUR, manu­
factured by the Okanagan Farmers 
Milling Co. Much lower in price 
than other flourt but no lower fav 
quaUty.
Open Saturday Night.
KELOWNA FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE SHIPMENTS
ruit ..........a...........................
Mixed Fruit & Vegetables 
e£;etablcs
0
40
5
2
21
0
45 23
Owing to the ratification by the fed­
eral and provincial governments of the 
recent settlement made regarding the 
Indian Reserves in B.C., provision has 
been made that when tribes of Indians 
become extinct, or almost so, their re­
serves will revert to the Crown, in the 
right of British Columbia. Thus the 
leasing or selling of such lands will in 
future be ' easier. Under the new set­
tlement effected, large areas of valu­
able timber lands will also become a- 
vailablc for industrial purposes.
sports.
We are contemplating adding an­
other colour to go with the'well known 
dark green of our scarves arid will wbl- 
cbmc any suggestions as to this from 
any source. Decision will be made at 
the next session of our Court of Hon 
our. In future also we wish to haVb 
as much uniformity iri our stockings as 
we possibly can. They are supposed 
to be khaki with green tops for our 
Troop.
' 'We again repeat that all Cubs oir re­
cruits who are anxious to join the 
Troop should apply for their applica­
tion forms to either the Scoutmaster or 
Troop Secretary at. once, because be­
fore we resume our meetings we have 
to organize the patrols, and it is neces­
sary for that purpose to know just ex 
actly how many and whom we have to 
place. After we begin our Fall , par­
ades we shall not accept any more ap­
plications ui^til Christmas.
WILSON LANDING
AND W ESTSIDE
Mr. J. Mead and family, have spent 
some days "Camping at the Wilson 
beach. Mr. Mead came' up from Kel­
owna, where he skippered the “Ona- 
way” so successfully at the recent. Re 
gatta, Mrs. Mead assisting in the cap 
acity of “crew." They returned to Pen 
ticton by s.s. ‘’̂ Sicamous” on Tuesday 
last. ‘ '
Most of the Westsiders'attended the 
Regat^ the lake being kept busy 'Wth 
the going and returning of the various 
craft. Amongst them might be noticet 
Bobby Brixtonls. : Thouigh still 
school boy it was a pleasure to see the 
careful way he handled his little launch 
and no less the care he took of his pas 
senger his mother, Mrs. J. Brixton, o 
Nahun. While from the North no mis 
take could be made as to the identity 
of Capt. North's magnificent “Fox­
hound." It is certainly a pleasure, to 
witness its speedy progress and no less 
to hear the note of its almost alarm­
ing huml
Variety is the spice" of life, rind it is 
also the secret of success in makijng 
good motion pictures. Many stars fall 
into a riit because they insist upon 
making the same kinds of,, character­
izations. They never change because 
they'feel the public is used to seeing 
them in a Certain type of picture. i 
Such is not the case, however, w;ith 
Harold Lloyd^ whose . latest feature 
Pathecomedy, "Girl Sh3̂ ," will be sricn 
next 'Vy'cdriesday rind Thursday,' August 
27 and 28,' at" the Empress Theatre. 
Har6.1d has fortunately discovered that 
"mixing them up a Ait" is tbo sccrfct of 
success., He has never made two coih- 
cdics cVen remotely alike, ’considering 
his big Kits,': ‘̂ Dr. jack," ‘ "Safety Last," 
''Why Worry?" and now "Girl Shy.’ 
He has jumped from small toWn situ­
ations to a South .American revolution 
front portraying a doctor to a ribbon 
clerk. Now in his'latest, he has again 
striven for Bdmcthirig different from 
j(nything he has' river made, Efe is sc6n 
in“ Gitl Shy" iri ari'entirely novel char­
acterization, as a bashful small town 
bby who is art apprentice to his uncle, 
a taiibr.f He makes k secret study of 
girls, although not a very accurate one, 
and the more he studies them, the more 
he fears them. ‘
He has tried in'"Girl Shy" to present 
a character who will instantly win the 
sympathy of his audience through his 
humanriess. A really drainatic^tory 
Has been built around this central fig­
ure of the boy and nothing has been 
sacrificed to make the picture true to 
life in every small detail. And it is 
attention to detail that helps largely to 
make the Lloyd Pathecomedies the big 
hits that they are. . ‘
The cast of "Girl Shy” in'cludes Job- 
yna Ralston,: who plays opposite Lloyd 
She made a big hit in her initial ap­
pearance with the comedian in "Why 
Worry?" which resulted in her being 
signed by Lloyd to a long term con­
tract, Her excellent work , in "Gir 
Shy” is said to be one of the contrib­
uting factors in its success. Others in 
the cast are Richard Daniels, who plays 
the role of ' LIbyd's uncle in the - film 
and Carlton Griffin, playing the part of 
a wealthy -young idler. Fred New- 
meyer A d Sam Taylor, who co-direct- 
ed "W h y  Worry?” -also wielded th^ 
megaphone oh this new mirth provok- 
’er, which was taken from a , story by 
Taylor,' Tommy Gray, Ted Wilde anc 
Tim 'Whelan.
Mrs. Robert Arnott and daughters 
Mary and Helen have been visiting m 
the district for the past week, leaving 
on Sunjday last for their home at Arm­
strong. ‘ Their many friends found the 
visit all too short.
JU S T  A R E M IN D E R "
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Gricss returned 
oil Monday from a holiday trip to the 
Coast, having taken in the Vancouver 
Exhibition. They report a most en­
joyable time.
Mr. Wm. Reed left on Tuesday for 
K^ilowna to take up his now duties^ as 
Dominibn Fruit Irisj^ector at that point; 
Mrs. Reed will follow in the course of 
a few weeks. - - / ,
A cordial invitation has been exten­
ded to all in the community to attend 
the services held in the old , Occo^ 
store building, which arc being con­
ducted by the Free Methodists.
•  .'.HR
At the last meeting of the Women’s 
Institute, held at the Hall on the evr; 
cuing of Aug. 7th; arrarigements were, 
made for the' reception ;-and entertairi -̂- 
ment of our sister Institute, from Ok-* 
ana^an Centre On -the occasipn of/our 
next meeting. , " , _ ■:
. Various'items of business were clear­
ed up, and, a two months’ vacation de­
clared by the President, as we now en­
ter on four busiest season and many of 
Us find it hard to attcrid. _Wc’are all 
Ipbking .forward to the cHildrbn’s ex­
hibition which will; be held on Oct. 
31st.' ■ '■
Have you looked over your Picking Bags and
IF  NOT; NOW IS THE TIME.
W c haVc a good stock of 
BAGS, BUCKETS and LADDERS.
A very interesting part of the meet 
ing was a little talk by Mrs. ’VValdon,
G.W.VJL
RUTLANB
Another of our residents has been 
bereaved. This time it ,is Mr. Thos. 
Cooper, who received ^a^ire  on Sun­
day informing him of the'death of his 
father at St. Mary’s, Ontario, on Sat­
urday evening, at the advanced age of
84 years. ' ^■ ■ * * ♦ •
Miss Ada Poole, of Kelowna, is the 
guest of Misfe Mildred Cooper this 
week. *
Mr. S. Coxwbrth, pf Victoria, spent 
Sunday and Monday in Rutland on his
way to Toronto.
Mrs. Hodges, of KilUney, whp is a 
splendid oarswoman, accompanfed by 
Miss Hope Hodges, camped at Cotvale 
on the return trip, some: of her party 
having returned, via- s.s. Sicamous.* » m
The harvestirig of summe'i* varieties 
of apples will not keep us very busy 
this season as the crop is so light. La­
ter kinds are sizing up well.
GLENIHORE
Friends of Miss Marion Wallace, dau­
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace, late^of 
Glenmore, now of Calgary, will be in­
terested to know that, having complet­
ed her normal course, she was appoin­
ted to a school at Whatcheer, Alberta, 
and commenced her duties last week. 
■We wish her much success there.
The Glenmore Ladies’ Club met at 
the home of Mrs. George Kerr, on the 
lake shore, on Tuesday last, and spent 
a very delightful afternoon. Mrs. D. 
W- Sutherland has invited members to 
meet on her lawn for the meeting on 
Tuesday, August 26th. We hope all 
our- members will take that afternoon 
off, even if they are picking.• •  •■
That fruit growers in Rutland are 
not taking very much interest in the 
way of clubbing together to. get a dis­
trict exhibit for the Kelowna Fall Fair 
is very evident, judging from the small 
attendance at the School on Monday 
evening to discuss the advisability of 
doing so, Messrs. T. Maxwell, who has 
been appointed a director of the Fair, 
Willis Schell, C. H. Bond and A. E. 
Harrison were the only fruit growers 
who turned up, while Mr. Jervis, sec­
retary, represented the Fair ExecuU^ve. 
The meeting was an informal affair 
with rio chairman and the question was 
discussed thoroughly. The result was 
that, although it was admitted that the 
Fair was being held at a time when 
everybody would be -very busy, some 
effort should be made to have an ex­
hibit of fruit at any fate., . -
Mr- Bond broached ri grievance which 
seems to be very general in regard to 
subscribers having to wait until Satur­
day before they get the Kelowna Cou- 
It does seem a pity that while
The attention of all ex-service, men 
is drawn to the advertisement in this 
issue, with reference to the closing date 
for applications for pensions.
According to the Act, no further 
claims for pensions in respect of dis 
abilities incurred in the Great War 
1914-1918 will be entertained after the 
end of this month. It is therefore es­
sential that any returned man that has 
any claim for this cause, shall: file his 
statement before; that date, and the 
reader of this article is requested to 
make this known to as many of his 
late comrades as possible, as the time 
is now very short in which to get the 
particulars written up and filed. .
In this 'connection it is to be noted 
that where information to back up'the 
claim has to be obtained from an out­
side source, such as an affidavit-from 
a Medical Officer, these may be got to­
gether after the claimant has made his 
formal application; the important thing 
is to get the claim in before August 
31st.
The G.W.V.A, places its resources 
at, the disposal of all' returned men, 
whether members or not, and any man 
who has a bona-fide claim is asked to 
communicate with the Secretary, E. "W. 
Barton, either at the Club, or at his 
house, 'phone 432, when every possible 
help will be given.
rier.
Signs that the picking season is here 
arc in evidence everywhere. Boxes are 
now on many of the orchards, and in 
some the melodious voices of the Japs 
can be heard quite a distance. "Wcalth- 
ies in some cases have been picked al­
so Bartlett ̂ .pears. Italian prunes «are 
now being picked.
the paper is published on Thursday 
afternoon there is no way of getting it 
out to Rutland before Saturday. The 
question is one that might well be dis­
cussed during one of the winter meet­
ings and an effort made to find a way 
out of the difficulty. , .
Miss E. R. Clacy, of Winnipeg, is 
visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. Marchant.
CONTROL OF BORERS
BY USE OF TOXIC GAS
For The Week Ending Aug.-16, 1924
1924 1923
As news for this column is very dif­
ficult to find, kindly send along any 
that you have.
(By B. Hoy, Assistant District Horti­
culturist.)
Borers are responsible for the killing 
of a great many of our stone fruit
There was a good congregation on 
Sunday evening in the Schbolroom. 
Next Sunday the Rev. J. Dow will 
conduct the service.
Tanks were filled on Monday and 
another opportunity will come later to 
fill up for the winter.
The tomato crop in the Kamloops 
district is a little better than the aver­
age one and it is estimated that about 
two thousand tons will be canned there. 
The local cannery has a capacity of 
75,000 cases per season.
PLASTIGRAMS
trees. The old method of worming or 
digging out the borers is a tedious, 
laborious operation, and unless very 
carefully done, not satisfactory. Tree 
paints, washes, etc., are used with some 
degree of satisfaction to some, but do 
not give the trees sufficient protec­
tion.
In 1915, a scries of experiments were 
started by the Bureau of Entomology 
of the United States Department of 
Agriculture in the use of various toxic 
gases as a possible means of control of 
the Peach Borer. This work was car­
ried on over a series of years under a 
variety of conditions, and demonstrat­
ed the usefulness of Para-dichlorobcn- 
xinc for borer control, and at pre­
sent time this is the best known re­
medy for the Peach Tree Borer. A 
few tests with this material have been 
made in/the Okanagan with very, sat­
isfactory results.
Time and Method of Application
The time to apply Para-dichloroben- 
zine is immediately after all eggs have 
hatched, between September 1st and 
15th. The earth for IS to 18 inches a- 
round the base of the trees should be 
cleared of grass and weeds and levelled 
off /without digging up the soil any 
more than necessary to break the sur­
face crust. Any excessive gum or frass 
should be removed from the tree and 
the bark lightly scraped. If there are 
any exposed roots, they should be cov­
ered with a light layer of soil as they 
are more .liable to injury from gas 
fumes than the bark of trees.
For trees over 6 years old, to 1 
oz. of Para-dichlorobenzine is the a- 
mount to use. Place this in a continu­
ous ring around th6 base of the tree, 
not more than two inches from the 
trunk nor less than one inch. Cover 
this up with a few shovelfuls of earth 
free from sticks, weeds, or other rub­
bish, making a cone shaped mound a- 
round the tree by packing the dirt with 
the back of the hovel. Sufficient gas 
is evolved and confined about the base 
of the tree to kill the insects in a few 
weeks’ time. ■
According to returns filed with the 
Provincial Taxation Department, this 
province, spends, about :$13, per capita 
on betting at the Coast race tracks. '
Complete Line of
FLOUR, FEED. POULTRY SUPPLIES, HAY, STjRAW
G A SO L IN E  O IL S
Koom
Wc keep open
Free Air Service. Free City Delivery.
of Saskatchewan, on thê  activities of 
the Home-maker Clubs in that prov­
ince ■which carry on a similar work to 
that of the Women’s Institutes. The 
exchanjge of hot weather' recipes con­
ducted by Mrs. Geo. Edmunds was al­
so interesting, and ̂ ve^. seasonable. '
.The young people held another of 
their popular dances in. the Community 
HaU on Friday night, and a very .hap­
py time was reported by all v/hoi were 
fortunate enough to attend.
' ♦ « * ...........
At the Empress Theatre, Fri. and Sat., August 22 and 23
The season of fall fairs has already 
begun and it is time to start planning 
our campaign’ to secure for Winfieh 
her place in the sun. Those of our citi­
zens who are responsible for these ex­
hibitions should have the whole-heartec 
and enthusiastic support of all far­
mers and fruit growers in order to 
make these affairs more interesting; 
and popular. More district competi­
tion vvould have a larger advertising 
value and create much greater interest, 
'so let us get together and do our part 
to make all the,exhibitions in our .val­
ley more successful than they have ev­
er been before.
#iB* «a» <8* ♦ «8"8* 4’4* *8’* ‘B*^
J  FOR RADIO Am a t e u r s  j  
4* ......................... 7
KGO Prograwixne- For .Week, Augurit 24 to AugpLiGt 30 H A Z E L !
(Frequency, 960 kilocycles; 312 metres)
/'
Sunday, August 24
3.30 p.m.'
Concert by -KGO Little Symphony 
Orchestra and soloists, Carl Rhpde- 
hamel conducting.
Tuesday, August 26
8.00 p.m.
Programme to be given by the Oak­
land Lodge of Elks, No. 171. :
Instrumental Selection — March, 
‘̂Landing of the Troops” (Crosbey).— 
Big Brotherhood Boys’ Band, Oakland 
Lodge of Elks. *
Mezzo-Soprano', Solos — (a) A. 
Dream" (Bartlett); (b) "Sandmarfs 
Lullaby."— Mrs. Clinton G. Dodge. .
Accordion Trios— (a- “Pietro's Re­
turn" (Deiro); (b) "Don’t Mind the 
Rain.”— Joseph L. Bobba, Lucy Bobba 
Estee, Alfred S.. Capelli.
Address — “ The Boy and the Man". 
—F r'd  J. Johnson, chairman Local 
Com ittee on Big Brotherhood.
Vocal Selections— <a) "Medley from 
the South" (Sullivan); (b) "Mammy's 
Goodnight Lullaby” (Blanchard), - j  
Elks’ Male Quartette, first and second 
tenor, baritone and bass.
Cornet Solos—Selected.— Lyle Bar- 
do, of the Boys’ Band (age, 12 years) 
Tenor Solo — “Songs of Araby” 
(Clay).— R- A. Brown.  ̂^
Burlesque— “Deeply Scientific Dis­
sertation on the Subject of Music.,— 
Max Horwinski, Past Exalted Ruler,
Elks. . ;  ,
Soprano Solosr— Selected. Mrs.
Eugene Blanchard. .
Baritone Solos — (a) “tnVictus 
(Huhn); (b) “Song of Waiting" (Wri­
ght).— Fred N. Anderson.
Accordion Trios— (a) “ One of These 
Days” (Offonberg); (b)“ Mcdley of 
Popular Melodies.”—Bobba, Estee and
Capelli. ■ r. /   ̂ J
'■ Mezzo-Soprano Solos— Selected.—
Mrs. Clinton G. Dodge.
Address— “America’s Menace. 
Clinton G. Dodge. ^
V6cal Selections—(a) Aloha Land, 
(b) “Coppa’ Moon.” — Elks’ Male
Quartette. ^
Soprano Solos— Selected. — Mrs. 
Eugene Blanchard. ^
Instrumental Selections • (a) The 
Boy and ‘the Birds," characteristic 
(Hager); (b) Waltz, “Era”. -  Big
Brotherhood Boys’ Band.
Thursday, A ugust 28
8.00 p.m.
The comedy-drama, “Homing,” writ­
ten specially for radio by Dan Toth- 
croh, star of the KGO Players and au­
thor of “Wild Birds," “The Princess 
Salome” and other plays, will be pre­
sented under the direction of Wilda 
Wilson Church. The Arion Trio will 
render the following numbers between 
the acts; '  "To the Spring” (Grieg); 
Micaela Aria, from “Carmen” (Bizet); 
“The Brook,” (Boisdeffi); Barcarolle, 
from “Tales of Hoffman” (Offenbach). 
Saturday, August 30
8.00 p.m.
PART I
This part of the programme will be 
given by the ’leven Laurels Quartette: 
Mabel Frisbee Adams, sop^no; Gert­
rude Patterson, contralto; Gilbert Hyde 
Chick, tenor; George C. Carson, has?; 
Ethel Palmer, accompanist. Assisted
by Oliver Hinmanj baritonf.
Vocal Selections— (a) "Oh Ye That 
Love The Lord” (Taylor), baritone
In going through a file of 
letters a day or so ago we 
found one, more than a year 
old, written by a little girl 
who lives in Vancouver. 
She praised Pacific Milk, 
praised it enthusiastically. In 
doing so she used these 
words: “There are a million 
reasons why Pacific Milk is 
good.” “A million reasons t” 
Thank you, Hazel, for those 
good words; Thank you very 
much.
Pacific Milk Go., Limitcii
Head Office: Vancouver, B.G. 
Factories Rt Ladner and Abbotsford, B.G
recitative and aria; -quartette, "Cast 
Thy Burden,” from “Elijah.”— ’leven 
Laurels Quartette.
■ Soprano Solos— (a) “Chanson Prov-^ 
encale” (del Aqua); (b) "The Little 
Damosel” (Novello); (c) “The Wed­
ding Morn’.' (Nevin).—Mabel Frisbee 
Adams. •
Duets for Contralto'and Tenor— (a) 
"Gh Wert Thou in the Cauld Blast;” 
(b) Duet from "I! Trovatore” (Verdi). 
—Gertrude Patterson and Gilbert H. 
Chick.
Baritone Solos— (a) "Danny Boy” 
(Weatherly); (b) "All Through The 
Night” (Welsh melody).— Oliver Hin- 
man.
Vocal Selections— (a) “Thy Beam­
ing Eyes” (Ambrose); (b) "Swing 
Low, Sweet Chariot” (Negro melody^, 
—’leven Laurels Quartette.
' Tenor Solos— (a) “Songs My Moth­
er Taught Me” (Dvorak); (b) "M’ap- 
pari tutt’ amor,” from “Martha” (von 
Flotow).— Gilbert Hyde Chick.
Baritone Solos— (a) Aria, "Honour; 
and Arms,’Vfrom "Samson” (Handel); 
(b) old English song, "Passing By” 
(Purcell).— Oliver Hinman.
Duets for Soprano and Tenor^— (a)’ 
"Still, Still With Thee” (Lansing); 
(b) Tuscan Folk Songs (Caracciolo). 
Mabel Frisbee Adams and Gilbert H. 
Chick.
Vocal Selections— Popular old quar­
tettes and rounds. — 'leven Laurels 
Quartette.
PART II
Hawaiian Selections—; (a) "Palolo 
Hula;” (b)"M aui Waltz."— Mid-Paci­
fic Quartette.
A One-Act Original Character Sket­
ch— "The Love of Loretta.”— Lydia 
Warren Lister.
Hawaiian Selections —— (a) Mele 
Ana E;” (b) "Old Plantation.”— Mid- 
Pacific Quartette.
Soprano Solos— Selected.— Augusta 
Hayden,
Travel Talk— ^iRangoon, Calcutta, 
Mt. Everest.”— J. E. Barnes.
Soprano Solos— Selected.— Augusta
Hayden. •
Hawaiian Selections — (a) "Aloha 
Blues;” (b) "Hula Blues.”— Mid-Pac­
ific Quartette.-
Stock from the ranch in 'Alberta be­
longing to the Prince of Wales will 
be exhibited at the Victoria Fall Fair.
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number of people that 
r®- have thronged The Big Store 
during the past few days of our 
Moving Sale is the direct result 
of our having proven to our num­
erous patrons that we are giving 
wonderful bargains. Goods are 
being sacrificed in every depart­
ment, excepting groceries, in order 
to further reduce our heavy stock 
before moving.
A Call will convince you that 
we do as we say, and our 
guarantee goes with every thing 
sold or we cheerfully refund your 
money. A full and complete line 
of fresh groceries j^st being 
opened.
L e q u i m e  B r o s .  &  C o
Okanagan Fruit 
and Land Co’y 
Limited . . . . .
Fruit Lands and Residential Lots For Sale adjoining 
town. Growers of Nursery Stock, Ornamental Trees 
and Shrubs. I t will pay you to see us and get our 
prices before placing your o r^ rs  for Nursery Stock 
; for next year.
W . SUTHERLAND
KELOW NA, B.C.
r n  I EiClOWnfl B usiness Interests. I cation, from lake shore frontage
^ 3 S 2 £ 2 £ g £ 2 S : ^ l  Perhap. .  .h o«  description of thc
business concerns in Kelowna may be troni $100 to
in order at the present time. ,l$^0U per acre for Ijake shore lots
One of the oldest and most re- n*nl portions near , the lake. T he  
liable institutions in the M ission lots not having lake ' frbnt- 
V alley is the mercantile estab- ngfcs have proprietory rights to  
lishment of Lequime and E. I tw o reserve portions of lake 
W eddell. T his firm has long en-1 shore for bathing: and boat hous- 
joyed the confidence of thei peo- <*s* ; Level bench land^ farther 
pie, and numbers amongst its back, but still w ithin eaSy reach 
customers mafiy of the promi- of the lake shore is going as low  
nent residents of the district. I ns $75 an acre. Experts have 
A, general assortment of dry given their opinion that this; land 
goods, groceries, clothing, boots js equal to the fine^  fruit groyv- ' 
and shoes, hardware, etc., is al- land in B:C, and this is  endor- 
w ays open for inspection; and the sed* by the appearance of ther 
proprietors have the satisfaction young orchards already planted 
of knowing that their business there. Parties at <a distance 
methods are approved by a large w ishing to invest in iany* of these  
circle of patrons. In order to properties can obtain all F artic- 
meet the requirements 6f their ulars bw corresponding' with  
grow ing trade a commodious Messrs. Gatruthefs and Pooley, 
stone store;—the first of the kind Kelowna; B. C. :  ̂
in the Okanagan Valley—is now The Okanagan Fruit and Land 
in course of construction, and -Goy., recently pufehaseF what is  , 
when comfortably settled in known as the . Knox Property, 
their ha^ndsome new premises The company’s .Directorate in- 
w ith  a large and up-to-date stock eludes: Jos. Glen, President, and 
in all departments, the good-look- JdS; Haryey, Vjee-Pres., both o f  
ing and 'obliging staff of assist- Indian Head; A ssa. ; F. R. E. D e­
ants w ill no doubt be kept busy. H art, Mlanakihg Director,; â  ̂
Lawson, Rowcliffe '& Co; have D, W . Sutherlandj Sbcty.sTrbas., 
been in the general store bus- Kelowna, B. C. . T h e  estate in- 
iness in Kelowna for the past eludes nearly 4,0(X) acres of th e  
five years. The firm suffered a finest land in M ission Vklley;' 
severe loss' in the fire of March w ith splendid' irrigation facilities 
1903, when their store was and suitable plots for small pr- 
^ burned and much of their stock jehards and residential proper-- 
IIdestroyed . The erection: of a ties.. A ,few  m onths ago a nunj.
'  splendid large frame building by ber of ten acre lots w^ placed 
Contractor Raymer, however, on the market, and so great has 
enabled them to open up an im- keen  the demand that nearly all 
mense new stock in all branches have been disposed of at $200  ̂
under more favorable conditions, per acre, and the / Goy. may be 
and the general excellence of obliged to open out other plots 
their goods, the bright, clean and to accommodate those who^rea- 
attractive appearance which lize  the value of the land.- In  
their store always presents, their connection w ith their land bus- 
modern business methods and iness the Coy. have set out about 
the courteous attention accorded 100,000 fruit and ornamental trees> 
their patrons, constantly contri- shriibs, etc., and w ill be in a pps- 
bute towards the up-building of ition to fill orders for nursery 
a steady : and prosperous trade, stock. Mr. D eH art is the cap- 
T hey also deal extensively in I ital and hustling. Manager, arid 
fruit and farm produce, the ship- should be iriterviewed by iriten-, 
m ents of produce to points in ding investors.
Manitoba apd the North W est One of the m ost important in- 
am ounting annually t o , m any dustries in town is the Saw  
hundreds pf tons. and Planing Mill, of which Mr.
The firm of Gammie and Co; D. Lloyd-Jones is the efficient 
has only been established about manager and part proprietor. H e  
five months, although Mr. Gam- hails from “Glorious O ld Nor- 
mie, the senior partner, was at folk,” in.Ontario, and was one o f  
one time connected with the Le- the first to climb over the moim- 
quime Bros, business, and later tains into the' bea,utiful G kanagan  
with the firm of Gammie and V alley. A bout twb years ago his 
Gordon. In February last, how- m ills were destroyed by fire, but 
ever, he entered into partnership w ith characteristic energy he got 
with Mr. O; W . M. Hughes, for- things going again and now has 
merly. of W innipeg, and the the business in a flourishing con- 
young firm is already showing dition. The twiri-screw steamer 
signs of lusty and vigorous Kelowna is used for freighting  
grow th. Mr. Gammie has a lumber to points along the lake 
thorough knowledge of the bus- and towing logs to the mill, 
iness, acquired by years of prac- Mr. D. Leckie is a comparative- 
tical experience with prominent ly  new  comer, but is a hustling  
firms in old Scotia; Mr. Hughes I business man and a valuable acqui- 
has had an efficient training U ition to the Valley. H e was for 
m banking establishments in the U  number of years a prominent 
North W est. T hey are working resident of Hartney, Manitoba, 
up a prpfitable trade, Mr. Gam- where he carried on a m ost sue- 
mie being one o f the ̂  first resi- cessful lumber, coal and wood  
dents and, well acquainted with business. H is system atic meth-
the requirements^of the people, ods, modem ideas, the energy and 
A  fine stock of Furniture and com pleteness w ith which he at- 
house furnishings may be m- gycj.y detail of the trade,
spected in M wsrs. ^^P^urn I ggi^bined with the thorough hon-,
& Sutherland s . Furniture store, gĝ y. uprightness which
They have recently^ erected gharacterized his dealings with
quite an important-addition to g„sto„ggg^ for him a
their already extensive establish- reputation and a name which 
inent, but the capacity of t h e i r „ a n  might well be proud of;, 
showrooms and' warehouse areL„J the same traits of charaete; 
taxed to the utmost in order to kybieh gave him success in Man- 
adequately accommodate the jtgba will no doubt be of advan- 
large importations recently re- k  jg ^ere. Mr. Newby,
rh ,res rhT L o s ? “ m oT r„ w ho is associated w ith him, com  - eludes the m ost modern and^j,g(.gj  ̂ hardware
fashionable makes _in parlor, dm- k „ 3i„ggg gt Holland, Man., and'
*“'H “’ has a thorough kAowledge of 
and a l l  the other requirements kgrdw are and kindred b r a sh e s .
that, go t ds ma mg a cozy jg  ̂ machinist of more than 
and artistic home.  ̂ ordinary merit and takes a pride
A large portion of the va ley,iS i„ gt J  j gut' the praitical .
held by a syndicate of local men of his w ork^ The
Orchard Co. Messrs. Carruth- I b "Id* * 1 t*
ers . & Poojey am the . n t e .
prising _agents with offices •" the accommodation of the large
the K. S. U. building. The land I gjgg .̂ hardware.
has been subdivided into s m a l l i ..g r g: r i. < •  stoves, tinware, etc., now beinnrlots from one to forty acresN^n
extent, with a choice of every Id^ Continued on pnsre seven
. I . v;
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P r o f e s s i o n a l  & T r a d e s
DR. J .  W. N. SHEPHERD
D E N T IS T
Cor. Pendozl St, & Lawrcnco Avo.
BURNE Sc W EDDELL
Borrlatci*, SoUcitors ond 
Notation Public
K E L O W N A , B.C.
NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
b a r r i s t e r s , s o l i c i t o r s ,
N O T A R IE S  P U B L IC  
(SUcccsDora to  R. B. K err) , 
Rowcliffe Block. Kelowna. B.C.
R I t C I I I E  & S H A W
b a r r i s t e r s . SO L IC IT O R S, 
n o t a r i e s  p u b l i c
WUlltfl B lotk  Kelowna, B.C.
H E R B E R T  V .  C R A I G
B A R R IS T E R -A T -L A W ^ . .  
S O L IC IT O R , N O TA RY  P U B L IC  
(L ate Registrar of Titles, ICam- 
■■: ' , lOOÎ S), . , ,
K E L O W N A  - B» C-
(H R S . A .  J .  P R IT C H A R D
L.R.A.M., A.R.CM.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Com er of B*chter S t^ w d  
Httrvey Avc* Phon6 225-'L3; P.Q.294
B. F . DOYGE, M .D .
Physician and 
Surgeon
Office in Residence, Bernard A^®*
B. W. HARDING
GHIROPRAGTOR
H ours - 1.30 to 3.30 p.m.
Office—Hewetson & M antle Block, 
K E L O W N A , B. C. 50-4p
T H E  K E L O W N A  P I D M B I N O  
and S H E E T  M E T A L  W O R K S
w .  G. SCOTT* Proprietor 
♦Phones; M Bus. 164 Res. 91 
P.O. Box 22 ,
V ER N O N  G R A N IT E  & , 
m a r b l e  CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F .  W .  G R O V E S
I M. Call. S*!*:. C, E.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
•Survevn an«l Keporls on Irrigation WorksApplications lor Water I.iceiisea
K E L O W N A , B.C.
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B C. LAND SU R V EY O R S AND 
C IV IL  E N G IN E E R S
Hewetson & Mantle Block
K E L O W N A
^\\\ wwiiiUni^
R̂EOIAPOINOI
E L E C T R IC  T R O U B L E S
cannot be eliminated by mere ordin­
ary mechanics. You get the services 
of a eltillcd electrician here at the 
price you will have to pay for infer­
ior services elsewhere, Wc confine 
our work to this one line and for 
that reason arc able to give ,J^ou 
efficient results. We arc ignition 
and lighting specialists.
, Wc carry a. full line of ignition 
parts. ■
Como i n ' and hear th e  R A D IO .
Thom son &  Cope
E V E R Y T H I N G  E L E C T R I C A L
Phone 342
WHEW, THESE HOT DAYS 
How much more particular the fa- 
mily is as regards food.
Appetites need coaxing. ■
The favourable comments on the 
flavour of our Bread by those who 
know from  experience are very en­
couraging. They are enjoying tha t 
true wheaty flavour which is derived 
from the best of our hard Canadianiruiu wu. ucov «*• -------- •“
wheats. Are you missing this treat 
from your table? I f  so, try  a  l<w
today and begin to  realize on the 
appetising Food Value of Sjither- 
land’s Bread.
Phone 121 or ask your Grocer.
Sutherland’s Bakery
Phone 121 Bernard Ave.
.Butteifly Wing
TH E NEW EST IN
THE KELOWNA COURIER
AND
Okanaoan O rc h a rd ls t.
Owned and Edited by 
G. C. ROSE.
Circulation. 1,200
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Empire 
:.50$2.  per year. To the United 
States and other foreign countries, 
$3,00 per year. . .
The CCJURlER docs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any con­
tributed article.
To cnsiirc acceptance, all manuscript 
should be Icgibily written on one
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
fccopy is pre erred.
Letters to the editor, will not be iac
tallied by a number of dailies. In 1922 
one of the most modern models of 
Linotypes was added to the equip­
ment, giving facilities not formerly a- 
vailablc for dealing with advertising 
mutter and headings.
Such) in succinct form, has been the 
history of The Courier during the past 
twenty years, and such measure of suc­
cess as has been achieved has been due 
to the support and encouragement giv­
en by business men and the community 
generally, which is gratefully apprec­
iated.
As a means of comparison with the 
present issue and for the edification of 
those who have not seen Kcloijvna's 
firs|; newspaper issue, wc publish this 
week an exact reproduction of the 
front page of Vol, 1, No. 1 of thett r  t  m  cuu i, m uvi    . , JN .  l nc
cepted for publication over a nom „ toncthcr with some, of the
<1» plume"! the w rite r ', correct nam e
must be appended.
TH U R SD A Y , A U GUST
other matter contained in that edition. 
The advertisers comprised the fol- 
21ot, 1924 lowing: Lequime Brps. & Co., general 
store; Okanagan Fruit & Land Co., 
Ltd., real estate and nursery stock; 
Lawson, Rowcliffe & Co.; general 
Btorq; S. T. Elliott, blacksmith; Car- 
riithcrs & Poolcy, real estate; J. F. 
Burnc, solicitor; H. W. Raymcr, buil-
T W E N T Y  YEARS O LD
The Courier has completed twenty, 
years of existence and with this issue 
begins its twenty-first volume. ,
Established by Mr. R. H. Spedding, .f tr .. T/‘.>iri..rr.o diHg contrttctor; Kelowna Restaurant,now of Vancouver, as ‘The Kelowna 'K ___  ___  ^now ot Vancouver, as in c  ivc.owua Bj^ckwood, proprietor; Kelowna 
Clarion and Okanagan Advocate, the
Jewelery
We have just received a ship­
ment from the Old Country, and 
are especially proud of the Dutch 
and Wedgewood designs. Ster­
ling Silver Mounted, in
BROOCHES,
RINGS and
PENDANTS.
Brooches from $2.00 upwards 
Rings from .... ^ .50  upwards 
Pendants from $3.75 upwards 
Very smart summer decorations, y
THE IDEAL
S u m m e r  F u e l
BOX CUTTINGS ^ 2  2 5
per load, delivered'
PHONE 312
S. M. SIMPSDN, LTD.
JOSEPH ROSSI
CONTRACTOR 
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman Barn
♦Phone 298
GROWERS, ATTENTION 1
W e will sell your fruit and vegeta­
bles for ten per cent, o r buy 
them outright. TR Y  US. 
L A N G S T A F F  L I M I T E D  
Moose Jaw, Sask. 46-9p
At the club tournament recently held 
by the Kamloops Lawn Tennis Club 
the Ladies* Challenge Cup was won by 
Miss Freeman, of Salmon Arm, the 
other finalist being Mrs. Norton, also 
of Salmon Arm.' These two ladies also 
won the Ladies’ Doubles, while Miss 
Freeman and Mr. R. Hill, of Kelow­
na, captured the Mixed Doubles.
H E A R D  A T C O RN ER  DRUG 
S T O R E  -
I want some consecrated 
You mean concentrated
Stickney: 
lye.
Druggist: 
lyc*Stickney: It docs notmeg any dif­
ference. Tha^s what I camphor. What 
does it sulphur?
Druggist: Fifteen scents. I never
cinnamon with so much wit.
Stickney: Well I should myrrh
myrrh. Yet I ammonia novice at it.
B.C. is to have a “Primrose Drive 
thirty miles in length, the I.O.D.E., of 
Vancouver, having arranged to plant 
primroses the entire length of the main 
highway- between Vancouver and 
Blaine, Wash. This lengthy garden 
will be planted with seed from Eng­
land and will undoubtedly be a great 
attraction to tourists.
PLASTIGRAMS
Though at the present time the ex­
port of beer brewed in B.C. is insigni­
ficant, there is a growing demand for 
this provincial product in the Orient, 
and Coast breweries are making an cf- 
• fort to increase their business with 
j China and Japan by brewing special 
'brands of bccl suitable‘for consump­
tion in hot climates.
first issue made its appearance on 
Thursday, July 28th, 1904. The change 
in the birthday anniversary is due to 
the fact that labour troubles incidental 
to the general strike of the Internation­
al Typographical Union in 1921 for a 
44-hour week caused suspension of the 
paper for several weeks, thus delaying 
completion of the volume for that year.
In October, 1905, Mr. Spedding sold 
out to Mr. G. C. Rose, the present 
owner, who changed forthwith the title 
of the paper to the designation which 
it continues to bear.
' Diiiring its first year of life the, office 
of the “ Clarion” was in the Spedding 
Block on Bernard Avenue, in the pre­
mises now occupied by the Good Eats 
Cafe. Soon after the business changed 
hands a move was made to Water 
Street, a  wooden’building being pur­
chased which stood on the site covered 
later by the large concrete warehouse 
erected by The T. Lawson Co., Ltd. 
In 1908 another 'move was made to 
the present location on the: north-west 
corner of Water Street and Lawrence 
Avenue.
The “Clarion” followed in its style 
and make-up the size'and appearance 
of many of the rural weeklies of that 
time published in thei smaller towns 
and villages. Of the eight pages four 
were “ready-print,” that is, printed in 
the East on one side of the sheet with 
a miscellany of reading matter, much 
of it of very poor quality, and patent 
medicine advertisements^ The. other 
four pages were printed in Kelowna, 
one at a time on a platen press, the 
paper being laboriously folded or re­
folded by hand to one-page size for 
each impression.
A distinct advance was made on 
May 9, 1907, when a typesetting
machine was put into service, render­
ing it possible to set much more news 
matter than by the hand comiposition 
method formerly employed. The ready- 
print was gradually discarded, the 
quantity being reduced to one page 
the other side of which was printed at 
home, thus raising the local matter to 
five pages, and finally, on December 
19th of that year, ready-print was 
abandoned altogether and the local 
matter was increased to six pages 
This^ involved six press runs and much 
folding and handling, which eventually 
led to the purchase of a small cylinder 
press the following spring. This per­
mitted the printing of two pages at 
one impression and on April 23rd, 1908, 
The Courier graduated out of short 
dresses and let down its skirts by ad­
ding two inches to its eightcen-inch 
columns, at the same time enlarging its 
pages from five columns, in width to 
six.
■ Competition was encountered within 
a few months of these improvements 
being made and, with the local field too 
small to support two good papers, fur 
ther progress was checked for several 
years. In the spring of 1914, however, 
the old typesetting machine, which had 
given faithful service, was discarded 
and a modern Linotype was installed, 
which was used for the first time in 
setting the issue of April 9th of that 
year
The outbreak of war bore hardly 
upon all business concerns, coupled 
with low prices current for several 
years for fruit and farm produce, and 
severe curtailment of advertising pat­
ronage forced The Courier to revert 
to six pages and later, before the con­
flict capic to a close, even to reduce to 
four pages. But, with the return of 
peace, there came ir^orc prosperous 
conditions, and by the spring of 1920 
a return was made to the pre-war size 
of eight pages.
In the year 1921 the most marked 
advance \vas effected since establish 
ment of the paper. To provide neces­
sary accommodation an addition was 
made to the building, a large cylinder 
press : was purchased, capable of print­
ing four pages at one impression, a 
folding machine- was installed, render 
ing the work of publication much 
speedier and less laborious, and the
columns, the greatest width used by 
rural weeklies and the form still re
Shaving Parlours, J. Bouch, proprietor; 
Mission Valley Livery, Feed and Sale 
Stable, C. Blackwood, proprietor; Ke­
lowna Meat Market, John Ddwnton, 
proprietor; Wallis’ Drug Store; D. 
Lcckic, hardware; Kelowna Furniture 
Co.; J. P. Clement, stationer; W. A. 
Hunter, baker; Boyce 8? Willits, drug­
gists; Kelowna Farmers’ Exchange; 
D. W. Crowley & Co., butchers; John 
Curts, building contractor; Gamihic & 
Co., general'store; Kelowna Saw Mill 
Co.; H. C. Cooper, sacldler; George 
Verey, jeweller; W. Haug, mason con­
tractor.
;By means of these names, >-®aders 
will be interested to note the changed 
that have occurred in the business 
community of Kelowna.
Unfortunately, a weekly file of papers 
was apparently not preserved during 
the existence of the "Clarion” and some 
of the early numbers of The Uourier 
also are missing, so that it will not be 
possible for some, time to come to pub­
lish regularly quotations from issues of 
twenty years ago.
C O N SE R V A T IO N  O F
F IS H  AND GAM E
(Continued from page 1.)
inces and one representative of the 
Maritime Provinces. ^
, Mr. Stirling said he had been unable 
to get any information as to how, the 
Board of the C. N. R. was m^de up, 
and, while appointed by the govern­
ment, he did not know whether the 
tenure of office was for life or a term 
of years. . , « ,Discussion of the subject followed 
in which Messrs. Craig, A. G. McCosh, 
C. B. Latta and Mayor Sutherland 
took part. Messrs. Craig and McCpsh 
favoured endorsing the resolution as 
it stood, while Mr. Latta was opposed 
to this course. His Worship voiced the 
opinion that the government should not 
make the appointments but that they 
should be made by Sir Henry Thorn­
ton, which would be the only way to 
take the matter out of politics. To this 
Mr. Latta countered with the query 
.that, as the government in power was 
held responsible for the success of the 
C. N. R. system, how could the rail­
way be taken out of politics?
Messrs. Craig and A. Fraser moved 
that the "resolution be. endorsed, and 
the motion was carried,-but befo^ it 
was put to the meeting President Stir­
ling expressed surprise that no wish 
had been manifested to add to the re­
solution the desire that B; C. be more 
strongly represented upon the C. N.,R. 
board than, as at present, only by a 
merchant at PH nee Rupert. The large 
southern portion of the province should 
have representation, and he did not 
see why ‘an expression to this effect 
could not be added to the resolution.
In sympathy with the President s 
views, Mayor Sutherland and Mr, lAr. 
E. Adams moved a resolution to the 
effect that the Board request the Gov­
ernment, when filling the gaps m the 
C. N. R. directorate, to appoint anoth- 
Gf director for British Columbia. Car-
On the suggestion of Mr. H. F. Rees, 
it was agreed to forward the resolution 
to the Associated Boards of Trade 
of B. C. and to the Vancouver Board 
of Trade, for endorsement.
B. C. Member For Board Of Railway 
Commissioners
A letter from the Vancouver Board 
of Trade stated that for some consider­
able time that body had bceiv seeking 
the appointment of a British Columbia 
man to the Board of Railway Commis­
sioners, and as there were now at least 
two vacancies to be filled, it was again 
end,eavouring to impress upon the Gov-- 
ernment in as strong a manner as pos­
sible the urgency of such an appoint­
ment. Quick action was necessary, and 
the Kelowna Board was urged, if in 
agreement, to send a telegram to the 
Prime Minister asking that the appoint­
ment be made.
So far as he had been able to ascer­
tain.from available sources of reference, 
said President Stirling, the Board con­
sisted normally of six members, one 
of whom, Hon. Frank Oliver, of Ed­
monton, apparently represented the 
West, and now that there were two va­
cancies, the claims of British Columbia 
for representation should be pressed.
Messrs. Craig and Rees moved that 
the Board urge upon the Government 
the ncccsisity of appointment of a Bri­
tish Columbia representative upon the 
Board of Railway Commissioners, and 
that a telegram to this effect be sent 
to Premier Mackenzie King. Carried.
AUG.22nd
TO
SEPT. 2nd
G E T  I T  A T
“ Where Cash Beats Cfredit'*
Dry Goods, Mcn’a and Boy’s Dept. Phone 58 
, Grocery ; Phoae 35
AUG.22nd
TO
SEPT.2nd
Parents: Take note of these special prices when out­
fitting your children for School Opening.
SHOES FOR SCHOOL OWNING
Wonderful Shoe Values that-will give lasting 
Service for School Children
Girls’ brown canvas Sandals,>11
Misses’ size 2; all have the cverlaating C t  O
crepe soles. School Opening Priqc, pair'
Girls’ patent leather and brown oncistrap^^ppcrs, 
solid leather, wide fitting extension spies; (gO  A K
Girls’ high-cut. Classic Bals, specially priced for 
School Opening; unusual values, m Mack o ^ ro v m  
calf; perfect fitting; sizes 11 to 2; _ C O  Q K
per pair .... .......-........
GINGHAMS AND FLANNELETTES 
Specially priced F o r School Opening
32-inch English Ginghams in plain or checks; O O ^ h 
per yard ....................................... .
27-inch English and Canadian Ginghams;
30-inch Flannelette i for underwear or night 
dresses; neat patterns; per yard ....
G IR L S’ W O O L  SW E A T E R S AND PU L LO V ER S
All wool Pullovers ii> nice dark colors .........;....  ?L39
Sweater Coats, all wool, with shawl c o ll^ ^  SizM
. $ 2 .9 5
“  OOH BOTS "
GL0THIN6 OF LASTIN6 SERVICE
Boys’ Tweed Caps, 9Sc
New' shipment of Tweed Capa  ̂in assorted 9 5 c
styles, all sizcsj School Opening Sale ....
Boys’ Shirt Waists, 99c 
Waists for boys, made from stout wearing materials. 
They have adjustable waist bauds and come in
flannel effect, plain and stripes. Values 9 9 c
to $1.75! School Opening Sale
Boys’ Negligee Shirts, $1.39
Neatly cut School Shirts in plain white or tan or pin
otfini's? >ni*reet fittihir in everv wavi . $ 1 .3 9s r pe ; corr c ng y y;
SCHOOL OPENING SALE
Large assortment of Boys’ Belts. for this 
event. SALE P R IC E '......................... O O L ,
Boys’ Flannelette Pyjamas, $1.95 
Pyjamas for boys in a good (Juality striped flannelette, 
finished with strong fasteners, all sizes, OK
SCHOOL OPENING SALE .............. d J X . W
Boys’ Flannelette Night Shirts;
School Opening Sale ..... ........... tF l.*  0 w
Boys’ Shoes, $1.95
This is a winner in boys’ crepe sole Runnin^Shoes. 
It will outwear anything on the market. R
at $2.45 and
to $2.50. Sizes 11 to 5. 
SCHOOL OPENING SALE
.. _ .egular
$ 1 .9 5
C H IL D R E N ’S SO X
Boys’ and girls’ all wool 
Golf Hose, British manu­
facture, beautiful soft yarns 
heather mixtures, fancy 
tops, all sizes;
School Opening 6 9 c
Special, pair
Boys’ and girls’ : Cotton 
Hose in brown, or black, 
nice fall weight, all sizes
6V2 to 10; 9 5 c
3 pairs for ..........
Children’s Sox in cotton 
and lisle, with turn over
tops, all colors, 3 9 c
all sizes, pr. 29c'and
Children’s Pantie Dresses in
many, of the season’s best 
selling numbers, neatly- 
trimmed. School Opening
Special $ 1 . 0 0
C H IL D R E N ’S W A SH  
D R E SS E S
and up.
Cotton crepe, zephyr and 
gingham Dresses in most 
attractive styles for school 
wear. Priced Special for
School Opening $ 1 .7 5
95c up to
Children’s Handkerchiefs 
Colored Picture Handker­
chiefs, all kinds of subjects
in fast colors, each....... 5c
Nice quality of plain white
hemstitched Hand- 2 5 c
kerchiefs, 3 for
Girls’ Dresses in ginghams 
and chambrays, bigger and 
better variety than ever.^ 
Special for School Open-*' 
ing ..... $1.19 up to $2.75
P A T E N T  L E A T H E R  
B E L T S
15c 25c 35c
GIRLS’ HATS FOR SCHOOL
Girls’ Hats For School, 95c
One table of very pretty Straw Hats in assor-
ted colors; ribbon trimmed - ....................... J /tR L
Boys’ Tweed Suits, $8.50
Boys’ sport model tweed Suit in a special design, This 
suit is very dressy. The cloths are all wool Donegal
tweeds in fawns and dark shades. $ 8 .5 0
SCHOOL OPENING SALE
Hair Ribbons, Bob Combs and Hair 
Ornaments at Very Special Prices
Dresden Hair Ribbons in assorted widths, 4 to 4 
6 inches; School Opening Price, yard—.....
Plain shades of Hair Ribbons in new taffeta O K ^
silk, guaranteed not to split; per yard ......  AltRl/
Bob Combs, assorted colors ......... ..... ............. . 15c
Bob Combs in celluloid cases ............................. -  35®
Hair Ornaments ............................ 10c, 15c, 20c and 25c
Circular Combs at ................ ................. 25c and 35c
CLOTHING
BOYS SOITS AT SALE PRICES
Boys’ Flannel Suits, $4.95
T his suit is imported direct from England. Made from 
all wool medium gray flannel, suit is composed of
two pieces and is unlined. $ 4 .9 5
BOYS’ TW EED SUIT, $14.00
This suit is offered'to your boy as the best we can 
produce. Considering the length of service this suit 
will give, the cost is very low. The best of cloth.
linings and trimmings are included in $ 1 4 .0 0
C W w ^   ̂ fc/ ------- — -
SCHOOL OPENING SALE ..............
the manufacture. School Opening Sale
PARENTS! It will pay you to outfit your 
boy at FUMERTON’S.
Roads
For the Roads and Transportation 
ux exiiu m.u w.i- Committee, ^Ir. Adams .reported that
size of the page was increased to seven ;na“ ri»lrecently in the condition of the road 
between Rutland and Kelowna.
As to the Pcachland-Princcton road.
Mr. Adams recalled that the Kelowna. 
Board had suggested, in preference to 
completing the gap of one mile by 
public subscription, that the govern­
ment be asked to finish the road. A 
resolution had been prepared accord­
ingly and had been forwarded to 
Princeton and Pcachland for endorse­
ment. Peachland had taken prompt 
action but no reply had been received 
so far from Princeton, and the matter 
was being taken up again with that 
Board. In addition to endorsememt of 
the Kelowna resolution, the Peachland 
Board submitted a statement of the 
reasons why completion of the road 
should not be delayed, claiming that it 
provides the most direct route for mo­
tor traffic from Kelowna to Princeton; 
materially shortens the distance, from 
the Okanagan to the Coast, a saving 
of fifty-five miles from Kelowna to 
Princeton alone; gives direct access 
from Kelowna to Osprey' Lake, which 
is situated in an ideal locality as re­
gards camping, hunting and fishing; 
opens up for settlement a fine ranching 
country and will encourage those set­
tlers already established in the vicinity 
of Osprey Lake; means access to a 
fine belt of timber that could be taken 
out during the winter months; offers 
the prospect of coal supply fro™ 
Princeton at a lower rate than by rail, 
and gives direct access to the K. V. 
Railway at Thirsk. Mr. Adams thought 
that the people of Kelowna were in 
entire sympathy . with Pcachland ia 
regard to the road.
Mr. Craig stated that, when at the 
Coast recently, he had taken u p . the 
matter with Hon. Dr. Sutherland, Min­
ister of Public Works, who would npt 
give him any definite promise as to 
completion of the road but agreed to 
make an investigation as to'^its condi­
tion and what work would be necessary.
Mr. .S. T. Elliott took exception to 
some of the details given in the Pcach­
land statement. The saving in dis>nce 
between Kelowna and Princeton would 
be forty-five miles, not fifty-five. While 
only one mile of new construction re­
mained to be carried out, several miles 
of the road at each end would require 
a good deal of work to render'i( de­
sirable for tourist traffic. A portion of 
the road had been built a number of 
years ago and had not been in regular 
use, so that it would have to be cleaned 
out. However, he had been asked to 
make an estimate on the necessary ex­
penditure, which he had prepared, in­
cluding in it sufficient to cover im­
provement of the old road as well as 
completion of the remaining mile to be 
constructed, and he believed that au­
thority to finish the road would be 
given, .. .
The vievv was expressed that the 
Pcachland statement could be streng­
thened considerably by. substituting 
“North Okanagan” for “Kelowna” in 
two or three places, but further action 
in the' matter was left in the hands of 
the Executive,
Freight Rates
President Stirling recapitulated brief­
ly what had been achieved so far in 
carrying on the agitation in regard to 
freight rates, especially on fruit, re­
ferring to tiic scries of meetings held 
throughout the Okanagan under the 
auspices of the United Farmers, • at
which Mr. McGeer went fully into de­
tails of the subject, and to the subse­
quent formation of the B. C. Railway 
Rates Adjustment Association, as re-, 
ported in last week’s Courier. He urg­
ed the need of greater piublic interest 
in the question, which was of supreme 
importance, especially as there would 
probably be considerable outlay en­
tailed in connection with preparation 
and presentation of the fruit growers’ 
case on rates on fruit, which woul<i^ 
form part of evidence to be laid be-^ 
fore the session of the Railway Com­
missioners scheduled for September 
17th. The executive of three appointed 
by the Railway Rates Adjustment 
Association were to consult Mr. Mc- 
Gcer this week as to the course to be 
followed. Much spade work had at- 
ready been done but many more figures , 
would have to be assembled to build 
up the fruit growers’ case, and there 
was no means so far of ascertaining 
how much money would be required, 
ifoi* expenses. As'Soon as an estimate 
could bc'inadc, it would be necessary 
to appeal for funds to all the places in­
terested, and it could only be hoped 
that a favourable response would be 
made. It was a very difficult matter 
to apportion the financial burden and 
any practical suggestions would be 
helpful. • _
Mr. W. Haug asked if the Provin­
cial Government could not be induced 
to employ once more Mr. McGeer, 
who h.ad handled for them the last 
battle on freight rates.
(Continued on Page 8)
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PA G E  F IV E
( WANt ADS.
FJfBt Insertion: 15, cents per line, 
' each additional Insertion, 10 cents 
per line. Minimum charge per 
week, 30 cents.
In estimating the cost of nn adver­
tisement, subject to the minimum 
charge as stated above, each initial 
Abbreviation or group of figures not 
-exceeding five counts as one word, 
.and five words count as one hne,
If so desired, advcrtlscro may have 
replies addressed to a box number, 
.cart; of The Courier, and forwarded 
to  their private address, p r delivered 
on call at office. For this service, add 
10 cents to cover postage or filing.
FOR SALE—MiocellancoMS
F O R  SALE/—Thoroughbred English 
Setter puppies bred from exception­
ally good hunters oh both sides, Gen-, 
t ie  with children. Males $25.00 (one 
' ’left); Females $10.00. All beauties with 
perfect marking. Phone 400 or 20L
.'FO R SALE or tradc—Rcgistcrcd dual 
: purpose Shorthorn bull, pn^e ycry 
rcasdnable. Also a , first-class general
> O R  SALE—Good working team at 
Glcnmorc ,i Ranch. • < Apply, J* ^ •
Cushings 49rtfc
OUN8 BOUGHT AND SOLD,— 
Spurrier's. Sl-tfc
FOR SALE—58 acres, Rutland dis­
trict, part of the North-West quarter 
^of Section 23, ^Township 26; once 
- ' ‘ ----- r. 4o«;$1,000. Apply. 'No. 468, Courier. 8-5p
FOR SALE—Silo and corn cutter, al­
so Fall rye. Cameron Bros. Phone 
512-Rl. 51-3C
WOOD FOR SALE, dry pine and, fir.
H. A; Willis, Okanagan Mission. 
Phone 294-L6. , 42-tfc
FOR BARGAINS in furniture, ranges, 
'■ linoleum, beds, etc., call anA inspect 
the large variety at Jones &
HONEY HONEY HONEY
15c per pound
Bring your containers. Pure extracted 
"honey with delicious flavour. Spld at 
•oUr newly built' .sanitary extracting 
-plant. Samples sent on request. Mail 
orders specially attended to. Vi^toM 
always welcome. Phone_^3-I^. I 
BENVOULIN APIARIES. Box 659, 
Anthoily Casorso, Prop., successor to, 
.Alex Mott. ______
FOR SALE
ITALIAN BEES, full colonies, from 
pure bred, gentle stock. Prolific young 
-queen heads each colony. Standard e-
. .ouipment, dovetailed brood chambers,
- ..reversible bottom^'inner cover and me­
tal top outer cover. All well painted. 
Free from disease. Ready .for ^hvery 
•September 1st. Price, $12.50. This is 
>the time to buy y°ar iiees and get the 
-full benefit of next season s crop. 
Phone ZM-La. TH E BENVOULIN 
APIARIES, Bo* 659, Anthony Cos- 
.or^o. Prop., successor to Alex. Mott
TO RENT
FOR RENT—Kill Rare Kottage for 
the month of September. Apply, P.O. 
■;Box 544, Kelowna. ^
PASTURE for horses and cattle. A.
G., Bennett, Okanagan Mission, phone 
.296-L3 Sl-tfc
F U R N IS H E D  ROOM S—To rent, 
with or without meals; reasonable. 
Lake Ave., phone 113.
WANTED—Miscellaneous
"WANTED TO TRADE or seil--Pro- 
perty known as the Rice Meadows, 
.consisting of 160 acres, with approx. 
SO acres under water from the Black 
Mountain Irrigation District, thirty ac­
res of which is already
"house and bwn.^Value, $^50^.
Announcements
Fifteen cents per line, each inser-i 
tion; minimum cliavgCj 30 ceota* 
Count five words to hhc. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than > five figures counts, /aa. 
word.
Dr. Mathiaon, dentist. WiHi*®’ 
telephone 89. tie
Bigger Bargains have brought^ us 
Bigger Business. So wc will continue 
our, Big Sale until the end of August 
And it's Quality Footwear wc sell 
Dark's Shoe Sale. 1-lp
' <1 iH '
Keep your eye on Cjiapin’o window 
for Saturday candy specials. 15-tfc
Holman's Transfer.. Phone 72 oir 
254. 10-tfc
Don't miss hearing the famous Plaza 
Imperial Orchestra because you do not 
dance.; There arci good, balconyi scats 
and you should not miss hearing the 
little Boy with the Big Voice who ap­
pears only in the Scout Hall/ undbr the 
auspices of the Scout Auxiliary, Tues­
day, August 26th. Dance commcntcB 
at 9 o'clock. Tickets,, $1.00,; refresh­
ments included. ^
GLENMORE FRUIT GROWERS’ 
ASS’N; ' Adjourned meeting will be 
held Monday, 25th August; 8 p.m. 1-lc
Don’t forget that school opens ' on 
Sept. 2nd; and next week wc will have 
a special showing of Boys’ and Girls’ 
Shoes. I Parents, don’t miss this, _ big 
variety of styles at Big ^Reductions. 
Dark’s Shoe Sale. 1-lp
For The Beat,
Go To Alagard’a, 45-tfc
New gobds arriving every week at 
Munro’s Boys’ Store. Suits, underwear 
and jerseys will be here in a few days. 
Come in and compare our price; we 
can save you money. Next, door to 
Good Eats Cafe. 1-lc
Painting and kalsomining. E.. J. 
Pettigrew. Phone 431., ,36-tfe
Menl We have the greatest line of 
work shoes, for every kind of work. 
Satisfaction? You Betl Dark’s Shoe 
Sale. " l*lp* m
A Straight Talk to Men and Women. 
Come and look over our . Values in 
Shoes. You will be; surprised at the 
low px’ices for Quality Shoes. Dark’s 
Shoe Sale. 52-lp
P lan  to  meet 
your friends a t 
C H A P IN ’S 20-tfc
SPECIAL.—Dolls from 25c to $1.25. 
Come early and get your choice.— 
SPURRIER’S vl-lc
Mrs. A. O. Brunette and Malcolm 
returned on. Friday afternoon, from 
San FranciscO/ where they spent a 
month’s vacation with Mr. and Mrs. 
H. G. Brunette.
manager at Medicine Hat for the Og- 'be something to look fo rw ard^, in e
iivie Flour Milling Company, paid 'the 
city a visit and was shown around by 
'VIr; G. ■ S. McKenzie
HONEY FOR YOUR HONEY; 
Am now. extracting this season’s crop 
of honey and it’s the finest quality ever. 
You’ll say so when you try it. 4 lbs. 
‘or $1.00 or 10-lb. pail for $2.25. Phone 
438 and get delivery or place your or­
der for future delivery. G. F. Pearcey, 
Linden Apiaries, Pendozi St. 50-tfc
viav, , »v.*« jjuring inc wcck. iiuuj. me ww
Growers’ Exchange will be run two 16th of this month, inclusive, theVITAolr . vf PniTlf̂  _17 v n  rv A
Mrs. Bream, Roweliffe BIk., will take 
care of children at their homes or. leave 
lere while shopping. 1-lp
Miss B. Shier is prepared to take 
pupils in pianoforte. Introductory, Ele­
mentary, Primary and Junior grades 
(Toronto Conservatory of Music)
taught. Phone 83, Ethel St. 52-2c 
•  • . ' O ' ,
Have your family group taken, in­
cluding your residence, while the lawns 
are at their best. Largest size and best 
mounted, $1.00. See samples at W. H. 
Wills’ Studio, Pendozi St. 52-4p
For boys’ overalls,’ coveralls, shorts, 
knickers, bloomers, waists, shirts, stoc­
kings and boots at right prices, try 
Munro’s Boys’ Store, next to Good 
Eats Cafe. 1-lc
P.O. Box 148, Kelowna, B. C.
WANTED—Furnished rooms with use 
of kitchen and bath. Box 481, Cour-
1-lcler
INFORMATION wanted of wherea­
bouts of collie dog, Don. Reward for 
- recovery. Phone 278-L2. 1-lp
'W ANTED—September 15th, furnish­
ed house close in, for four adults. Ex- 
.cellent references. Phone R. H t Brown 
• 1-lp
HELP WANTED
-GOOK WANTED to operate our
Glcnmore Boarding House. Apply
to Supt. of Warehouses, Kelowna Gro- 
•wers’ Exchange. __
'W ANTED—General help, good plain
cook. Further information apply Mrs.
J. F. Stephen, Oyama. B. C.
' ji 'W ANTED—Man or boy for general 
work on dairy farm, must be good 
•milker. No. 478, Courier. 1-lc
'W ANTED—A refined, capable girl for 
general housework. Apply, No._ 476, 
vCourier.
W ANTED—Teamster; orchard man 
preferred. Apple s. Pearson, Glen-
more. Phone 392-R5. I-Ic
"WANTED — Experienced children’s 
nurse; one child 12 months old; coun-
■ try home near Duncan, _y.I,; salary,
■ $4() a month. Reply to Mrs. Dunlop.
R.M.D. 1, Duncan. *~*P
"WANTED—Bench packers. Winfield 
Co-operative Growers;
A Special General Meeting of the 
Kelowna Fish and Game Profective 
Association will be held in the Board 
of Trade Hall on Saturday, September 
6th, at 8 p.m., for the purpose of nom­
inating and choosing by ballot a man 
whose name will be submitted to the 
Provincial Game Board for the ap­
pointment of Game Warden for this 
district. I 'lc
All Kodak supplies and finishing for 
the amateur photographer. If your 
snaps are not what they should be, 
bring your Kodak to W. H. Wills and 
have it adjusted free. Pendozi St., pho­
tographer. Box 615. 52-4p
FREE M ATINEEJor school child­
ren of Kelowna and district at the Em­
press Theatre, Tuesday, Sept. 2nd, at 
3 o’clock, featuring "The Virginian 
and Our Gang comedy. P. B. Willits 
& Co.’s annual treat for school 
children. l"2c
A dancing class for children will be 
opened by Miss Jolley in September. 
Apply, Phone 341 or Box 132. S2-2p
CITY MARKET
Last Wwk’a Prices
Strawberries, 2 boxes .....—  
Butter Beans, 1 lb. ....I.......—
Carrots, 1 lb. ----- ------------
Spring Chicken, 1 lb...... .....
RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
Pound Notice
LOST AND FOUND
LOST—Between Bcigo and town, par­
cel containing white flanncis and 
• shirt. Please return to Overwaitca.
1-lp
PLASTIGRAMS
Notice is hereby ^iven, under Section 
20 of the Pound District Act, that one 
Holstein cow, government inspection 
tag on car, illegible brand on left 
shoulder and hip, and calf were im­
pounded in the Pound kept by the 
‘ersigned, on the fifth day of Au­
gust. 19l24, on the S.E. 54 of Section
23, Township 26.
a : w . d a l g l e i s h ,
52-2c Pouridkeepet.
Local and Personal
Mrs. A. ,1R. Webster is on
trip to Seattle and Vancouver.
.. . J* W. Jones. M.L.A., left on Monday 
a holiday afternoon's boat Jor Nelson to, take
Mr. W. H.' Johnston, of Tonasket 
Walsh., is a guest at the Ljikcvicw.
Two cars of Cox Orange will be 
shipped by the K. G. E. this week.
Mrs. G. S. McKenzie and children 
returned from the Coast on Monday.
Mr.rR. E. Berry, of Vancouver, spent 
Monday here, on his way by car to 
Kamloops.
Miss I. Knapp, a well known cduca 
tionist of Detroit, Mich.; is. staying at 
the Palace.
Mr. an d . Mrs. W. G. Bcnsqrt and 
children left on Saturday by car for 
San Francisco. ‘
The BcnvouHn cannery is now run­
ning full time.. About forty bands arc 
employed there. ,
Dr. Coliiv Campbell and Mr. and 
Mrs. P. A. ' Woodwardson, pf Vancou­
ver, arc staying at the Palace.
The Okanagan Packers arc shipping 
several cars of mixed fruit and vege­
tables each week to prairie points.
Mr. Byron. McDonald left bn Satur­
day. by car for S.almon Arm, where he 
caught the East-bound train for Win­
nipeg.
Mr. Fay E. Ward and family, ^of 
Pendleton, Ore., ate here oh a visit 
to . Mr. Ward’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
W; W. Ward.
. Dr. R. |Mathison returned oA Mon­
day from the Coast; where he, attend-, 
ed the convention of the Canadian Den­
tal Association.
The recent rains effectually extin­
guished the bush fires in this district. 
Most-* of the fire fighters returned to 
town on Sunday.
Messrs. Geo. Roweliffe, Ltd., arc 
shipping on an average two cars of 
mixed fruit and vegetables daily, most­
ly to prairie points.
Mr. H. M. Walker, editor of the "O- 
kanagan Commoner,” Enderby, ; was a 
visitor to town on _ Friday, returning 
home the same evening. .
Mrs. D. H. Learn and children, pf 
Riverton, Wash,, arrived in town on 
Monday on a visit to Mrs. Learn’s par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Weddell.
Last Thursday Mr. Norman Davis,
It is expected that the grader in the 
'Cement Building” of the Kelowna
lalf days this week, if Duchess come 
in in sufficient quantity.
The Rev. C. G. Guy and Mr. J. G. 
French, of Vernon, spent a short time
The Kelowna Growers’ Exchange 
lave finished their shipments of Bart- 
ett pears and are commencing to ship 
Flemish Beauty. The crop of these 
two" varieties has been a short one this 
season.
Miss Lila Campbell, of Vancouver,
■ ' ■ iiu "  .... .is visiting Mri aim Mrs. H. F. Chapin
In rcspbnsc to an urgent wire from 
the Nelson Citizens’ Committee, Mr
part in the election/ contest between 
Premier Oliver and Mr. H. Houston..A. » V**»*̂* U>«V» AT«S • —
He is expected to reply to aUy spccdics 
made by the Hon, John Hart, Minister 
of Finance/ who, is also taking part in 
the campaign.
Wc have been rcaucstcd by the City 
Police to , again enU attention' to the 
very' dangerous habit many boys in 
this place have of hanging on to cars 
and truclcs when riding their bicycles. 
The police havo ilo authority in the
matter and it is the duty of p.ircnts to 
• * ' • il s • ’ 'prevent this practice. A fata accident, 
due to this cause, occurred in Vancou^ 
ver last week.
A letter has been received from Mr. 
Paul Knippcl, who, with Mrs. Knippcl 
and family, is now living in Portland, 
Pre,, where he is in the employ of the 
Swiss Floral Company. He states that 
though hb ‘ likes Portland he will be 
glad to be able to return to KeloWna 
and that he is often reminded of the 
Orchard City by seeing cars from here 
pass through Portland.
Mr. Harry Fraser, of Anglcmont, 
ShuBwap Lake, returned home on 
Saturday by car after spfcnding a 
week’s visit to his brother^ M,r. R. A. 
Fraser, foreman of .The Courier. He 
occupied a similar position 'on the 
Courier'staff as far back as 1906 and 
1907, siUcc when he has been ranching 
at a beautiful location on the north 
shore of Shuswap Lake. /
Twenty-nine girls arrived from Van- 
;:ouver on 'Tuesday and will work at 
the Dominioii cannery. It was found 
necessary for the management of the 
cannery to bring them in as the rush 
of work at the factory will soon com­
mence and sufficient local help is not 
available. All resident Here who regis­
tered their names have found steady 
employment at this cannery.
Writing from Penticton to The 
Courier, Arthur Gaube and Burton 
Lye, who recently rowed all the way 
rom Kelowna to Penticton, claim to 
lave accomplished the distance in 7
Mr. D, A. McDonald, formerly Pro 
vincial Constable here but 
cd at Oliver, and Mrs, McDonald yisi 
ted friends here this week wh^c cnioy 
iiig an annual vacation. . ■Tfi®y will ai
so visit Lumby, vyhere  ̂Mrs. McDon 
aid’s ,p.ucntfl, Mr.^^aml Mrs. K. A 
Copeland, reside, KaUiloops ' and the 
Cariboo before returning home.
CHURCH NOTICES
BAPTIST CHURCH. Services 
Sunday morning: 10.30, Sunday Schoo 
and Bible Class, followed by mormnp 
worship, 7.30, evening service. . 
Thursday, 8 p.m., prayer meeting
TH E SALVATION Ab.MY, Capt 
and Mrs. Edc, Commanding Officers 
Sunday, 11 a.ni.. Holiness Meeting; 
7.30 p.m., Salvation Meeting. 48-tf
UNITED CHURCH. 10 a.m., Sun- 
day School; 11 a.m., Morning Worship; 
7.30 p.m.. Evening Service. Rev. D. 
Pcrlcy/ B.D., of Penticton, will preach 
at both services. ;
S'T. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELb. 
Aug. 24. St. Bartholomews Day: 8 
a.m.. Holy Communion (Youn;^ Peo­
ple’s Cclcbriition); 9.45 a.m., bunday 
School; 11, Matins, HoljP Communion 
and sermon. 7.30, Evensong and scr-
RUTLAND (Anglican). 2.30 p m., 
Children’s Service. . _
EAST KELOWNA (Anglican.*. 7.-
30 p.m.. Evensong and sermon. ,
OE RICH VALLEY. A Church of
SJlngland Harvest Thanksgiving ^Scr 
vice will be held on Sunday, Aug. ol. 
11 a.m., Matifis, Holy Communion and 
sermon. 3 p.m., Children’s Service-
Special music, The choir boys of St.Jin nu uu > 
Michael & All Angels will assist
BIRTH
BORN.—At K^elowna General Hos­
pital, Friday, August, 15th, to Mr. and.
Mrs.’ T. P. Hulme, a daughtev. 1-lp
CARD O F  TH A N K Sl
h / . 
hours and 35 minutes. As it idiust be o ° sp i^  
well over 30 miles by water, the dis­
tance by road being 38 hiiles, this looks 
like exceptional speed,' and the lads 
must have been in tiptop physical 
shape to. keep up such a pace for such 
length of time. /
With the exception of the Torngats 
in Labrador, peaks of which exceed 
6,000 feet in height, the highest mpun- 
' ' tain in Canada east of the Rockies is
The entertainment which has been Tabletop Mountain in Gaspe district 
.-.nnnrf fnr̂  K*r ftiir* T.aHi<»R AuxiHarv Qucbcc, thc summit of which is 4,350
feet. 'The Geographic Board has just 
approved the name Mt. Jacques Cartieri 
for this peak in commemoration of the 
explorer, who was the first to see the 
region in which the mountain occurs, 
having followed the Gaspe coast all the 
way round frbm the iriouth of the 
Restigouche river.
arra ged for by the L dies ili ry 
to the Boy Sdout Association to be 
given in the Scout Hall on the evening 
of Tuesday, Aug: 26th, will include a 
concert as well as a dance. At the con­
cert the famous "Little Boy with a Big 
Voice” will sing several, songs and, 
judging by press criticisms, .this will
members of the Plaza Imperial Orches­
tra also are vocalists and will render 
selections, besides playing on a variety 
of instruments.
D r the ee from th 11th to
Celowna Growers’ Exchange made the 
ollowing shipments of fruit and vege­
tables: to Calgary, six cars of mixed 
Tuit’and vegetables; to Edmonton, one
Y ? ,_ brn  to^a to^ , cucumbers and onions
‘” ***̂  ̂ and onc Cat m cucumbers , and onionsmtend the merting of the Kamloops Vancouver, one car made up
Presbytery, held at Penticton. , Transcendent crabs for canning pur-
The wives of two local residents 
each presented their husbands with 
baby daughters last Thursday and by a 
strange coincidence these ladies, -Mrs. 
W. Richards and Mrs; W. Marshall, 
were rnarried at the same time and' in 
the same house.
In the City Police Court this week 
a boy, of fifteen pleaded guilty to steal­
ing two. watches. ■ Sentence was de­
ferred pending instructions from the 
Attorhey-General’s Departnient, _ when 
he was sentenced to 'tw o years in the 
Industrial School. ,
A well attended meeting of the Fruit 
and "Vegetable Shippers’ _ Association 
of B. C. was held in this city on Mon­
day evening, firnis from all Okanagan 
points being represented. Values on 
fruit and farm produce in season were 
discussed and fixed.
The regular fortnightly lunch of the 
Gyro Club was held at the Palace Ho­
tel on Tuesday, when Mr. E. O. Mac- 
Ginnis made a final, report on the Cal­
gary convention and Mr. A. McMillan 
put in a temporary report on the“ Mid- 
way”. staged in connection with the 
Regatta.
Some of the Kelowna competitors at 
the 'Vernon Regatta report that in .two 
events when two Kelowna boys swam 
a dead heat for first place, the third 
swimmer being far behind, an attempt 
was made to count one of the Kelowna 
swimmers out and give the second 
prize to the swimmer who came in 
third. V
The fall golf season opens here on 
Sept. 1st with the competition for the 
Rees Cup, when it is hoped that all 
members will turn up at the first tee
at 9 p.m.' Lists have been posted up 
at the Club House and at 'Willits’ and
Trench’s drug stores, on which play­
ers can enter their names for this 
event.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Davis returned 
on Monday from a motor trip to Kam­
loops, Merritt and Penticton. They 
report the roads all good in thiis cir­
cuit, with the exception of two spots 
one between Kamloops and Merriti. 
and the other bet'ween Keremeos and 
Penticton, where there v>ere recent 
cloudbursts.
Owing to representations made to 
the Department of Marine and Fisher­
ies by the Kelowna Fish and. Ganie 
Protective Association re the unsatis­
factory position of the fish ladder on 
the Okanagan River at the dam built 
in connection with the Oliver irriga­
tion scheme, that Department has writ­
ten the B.., C. Department of Public 
Works asking it be so placed that fish 
will be able to proceed up the river.
of ra sce e t cra s f r ca i  r 
poses and Duchess and Gravenstein; to 
Moosejaw, one car. of tomatoes, cucum­
bers and. onions;,; • to N-. Battleford, 
Lethbridge, Camrose, Shaunavon, Mel­
ville and Saskatoon one car each of 
mixed . fruit and vegetables.
Mr. Charles 'Murphy, General Man­
ager of the "Western Lines of the C. P. 
R., whose headquarters are at Winni­
peg, arrived in the city; in* his private 
car last evening, the car being trans­
ported by barge from Okanagan Land­
ing. He was met by Mayor yD. W. 
Sutherland and those principally inter­
ested in the shipping of fruit and -ve- 
getables. were introduced to hijn- Mr. 
Murphy was accompanied by Mrs. 
Murphy, Mr. C. A. Cotterell,- Asst. 
General Superintendent, Vancouver, 
and Gapt. Douglas Brown, Superinten­
dent of B. C. Lake and River Steam­
ers. The party did not make a long 
stay here, tra-velling on to Penticton 
the same evening. .
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Miles and daugh­
ters, Misses Constance and Louise 
Miles; of Sydney, N.S.W., spent Fri­
day to Wednesday visiting Mr. and 
Mrs. R. Smith, of East Kelowna. Ar­
riving from Australia by steamer to 
San Francisco, they spent several 
weeks touring through the United 
States and Canada, visiting several of 
the large Eastern cities and coming 
west via the C. P. R. They were much 
impressed with the extent of the Ok- 
anagan fruit industry, not having pre­
viously realized Its magnitude, _ and 
pleased with thc country. They left on 
Wednesday via the Kettle Valley route 
and are returning to Australia by the 
“Makura,” from Vancouver.
Though things are livening up in the 
industrial district, the busy season 
there has not yet begun. 'The rush of 
tomato shipments is practically over, 
but the canning tomatoes are not 
reaching the tivo canneries in sufficient 
quantity to keep these factories work­
ing full time. The Occidental Fruit 
Company, however, is busy shipping 
both fruit and canned goods daily and 
expects to begin exporting D uc^ss 
and Cox Orange this week. The Do­
minion cannery is working about half 
time and intends, if no more ram 
comes, to commence full runs next 
week. The management o f this can- 
nery report that the quality of the 
tomatoes coming in this year is sup­
erior to last season’s product.
Frequent rains ^during the ^ast^^ek
have 'gladdened the hearts oi orchard- 
ists, who had been anxious as to the 
fruit filling out properly owing to shor­
tage of irrigation water, and' in most 
cases any danger of injury to the crop 
is now past. The canneries and toma­
to growers, on thc other hand, have 
not viewed the wet weather with thc 
same complacency, as it has interfered 
with delivery of tomatoes to the can­
neries and the fruit has been affected 
to a small extent by thc moisture, al­
though the cracking so fair has not 
been very serious.
Mrs. Waldron returns thanks for 
flowers, and enquiries during her stay
1-lc
MOUNT JACQUES CARTIER
WILLING TO OBLIGE
He was rushing through the station 
when a pretty woman stopped him.
‘’‘Would you please help the Work­
ing Girls’ Home?’’ ; .
"Certainly, but I  haven’t much time. 
Where ‘are they?”
MANY ARE CALLED
There is a preacher in Kansas who 
should^ have his salary raised for mak­
ing the following announcement from
his pulpit: , . t Li"‘Brethren, the janitor and* I  will 
hold our regular prayer meeting next 
"Wednesday evening as usual.”
TH E CORPORATION O F TH E 
CITY OF KELOWNA
TAX SALE NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that I shall,
on the Second day of September, 19^, 
at the Council Chamber, Kelowrta, B. 
C,. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, offer 
for sale by public auction all and every 
parcel of land and improvements there­
on within the City of Kelowna, the 
taxes upon which are delinquent.
P. T. DUNN,
Collector for the Municipality 
of 'The Corporation of the City 
of Kelowna.
Kelowna, B. C., -
August 12th, 1924.' 52-3c
TH E CORPORATION OF TH E  
CITY OF KELOWNA
Property For Sale Or Rent
The Municipal Council invites apph- 
catio"hs to purchase or rent Lot 2, 
Block 13. in Registered Plan 202 (on 
the North side of Lawson Avenue).
The house on this property was er­
ected under the provisions of the Bet­
ter Housing Act” and the purchaser 
of the property would receive the bene­
fit of the lovir rate of interest (5%) 
fixed by the Act.
For further particulars apply to 
Alderman Shepherd or the undersigned 
G. H. DUNN,
Kelowna, B. C., City Clerk.
June 11th, 1924. 43-tfc
“ Locks Are Made to Keep 
Oot Honest Folk”
When a thief wants to get in 
he’ll do it. I t’s his “business” 
to get in 'whenever he wants to.
i( PR BTEm VE INSURANCE"
is your safeguard. Not only docs 
it reimburse you for property 
stolen, but peace of mind is 
worth a great deal when ybu 
kno\v that your property is in­
sured agairtst loss. The cost is 
very low for this indispensable 
service.
McTavish & Whiliis
Insurance
FIRE INSURANCE 
AGENTS
Real < Estate
Su b s c r ib e  TO  t h e  c o u r i e r
. f , ' , ■ . ,, . . .
N ew Sport Sweaters
Among these newest of the newly styled 
Sweaters you will find the very one, in weave
add striking color combination, suited to you. 
The materials that fashion them, while light.
give arriple warmth to take off the chill of i a 
cool morning or evening.
Pricefs from ....4.;....................... $ 3 .9 5
PHONE ^61 KELOWNA, B. C.
■ 1
THE
B.G. NURSERIES CO., LIMITED
Anticipating much greater plantings of FRUIT  
TREES next spring, are well supplied with their 
usual high grade V
TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, Etc. 
at their SARDIS NURSERIES. Price List on
application. 4
A reliable, energetic 
SALESMAN WANTED
For Kelowna. Liberal inducements. Address above—r 
2608 G R A N V IL L E  STREET,Va n c o u v e r , b :c .
BOV “ HOME BROWN”  NURSERY .STOCK ONLY
51-4c
Bernard W. Harding
PALMER GRADUATE
C H I R O P R A G T O ] ^
...Hours:.. 1.30 to 3.30 p.m., or by appointment.
House Galls by special retjuest.
Office - -- - Hewetson & Mantle Block.
Phone 145
CONSULTATION FREE
1-1-p
IT’S A FACT!
L O V E R S  of ou tdoors and 
athletic sports have realized 
more and more that the O. K. 
is the one place where you 
can get your requirements 
with service.
We carry what the majority 
want in:—
BICYCLES
ACCESSORIES 
SPORTING GOODS 
AMMUNITION  
Etc.
The sort of place y<
than you
ou can
come to get better _
expect and pay less than you 
intended. Try us. and see.
O . K .  C ycle &  S p o r t  S to r e .
Glenn Block Kelowna
TED BUSE
The total area planted to potatoes in 
Canada during 1923 was 642;p69 acres
and the estimated yield was 52,554.0^ 
centaliJ. The fin^ estimate of the 1922 
crop was 55,745,000 centals.' Quebec
led production m 1923 with a yield- of 
18,768,000 centals.
r-T
S t .  ( 3 c o r g c '6  
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NANAIMO . 
VANCOUVER ISLAND
A Thoroughly Up-to-date
BOYS’ BOARDINB SCHOOL
HEADMASTER: An English Pub­
lic School and "Varsity man;'jai qua­
lified Teacher.
KINDERGARTEN to 
MATRICULATION
REASONABLE FEES.
N ext T en n : - - September 11th
Vancouver Trains met.
Illustrated Prospectus, apply— 
The Secretary.
- 52-tlc
Canada possesses the only commer­
cial source of helium in the British 
Empire. Alberta natural gas contains 
0.3 per cent. Development of aviation 
should. render this cxtremclly valuable 
as a non-inflammable gas for dirigibles.
_jii_
f <t
m o a  81K
' I t h e  HEIOWNA COURIEK AND OKAWAdAN ORCHARD18T THURSDAY^ AUaWST 2i»t, im -
Jim  Browne:
j It ia Juot a year, olncc I got fltiir- 
‘ ted again in buoiness—on my 
own.
' During that timd I have managr 
I'cd to carry out , the obligationa 
611 upon which I entered. '
g  That thin haa been possible^ in 
spite vol the general deprebsion 
® 'of business, the increased com- 
® 1 petition, and my own enforced 
0  absence, through illness, for the 
N past' five months, is due to the 
HI; splendid patronage of those of 
my custpmers who stayed with 
' ihe so loyally.
To them, my thanks arc due— 
and rendered. '
Better Service, to the limit of my 
B ability, is the only -way in which 
O VI can show m y, appreciation, and 
g  this, I am trying to give.
5  i  THANK YOU;
i The Oil Shop:
B (The House with a Smile) «
S T 0 C K W E U ;S , L T D .
GENERAL MERCHANTS 
iPHONE 324
FRIDAY and SATURDAY  
ONLY
■k
Aug. 22nd and 23rd.
WRANDAH CHAIRS 
AT WHOLESALE PRICES
SEE OUR W INDOW  
DISPLAY
/
REPORT ON CROP AND
W EATHER CONDITIONS
it'o
Proven beat 
S ince 1857
fasily digested? 
lKiby*sbestfoddl
IfRBB BABY BOOKS
Write to The Borden Co* 
Limited* V a n c on  v e r  two Bahy welfare Books*
Waldron’ S
Phone'
Ellis Street
132
Kelowna
DATES  
Per lb..............
RAISINS 
2 lbs. . ........ .
RED SALMON 
Large tin .......
GINGER BIS­
CUIT, lb. ........
COFFEE 
Per lb. ..
taowM DAsyco.
ICE CREAM
ANY QUANTITY  
BUT ONE q u a l i t y
PHONE 151
SUBSCRIBE TO T H E  COURIER
B y  Hordcultural Bnmeb. Provincial 
Department of Agriculture
Vernon, B.C., August 16th, 1924 
' • Kelowna, Auguat 15th
'' The weather during the past week 
has been hot and dry. Apples gcncr- 
(iUy'arc in good condition, but on plac­
es short of water and poor soils arc 
bhuvring tile effects of dry weather. All 
fruit is maturing early for the season, 
i Wealthy apples and Bartlett pears 
jirc being picked. McIntosh bre ex- 
pcc|:c;d to start in about a week'b time.
Cannery tbihatocs are being picked in 
birge quantities. ,
Summerland, August 13th . 
Temperature registered high and sul­
try for the past week, with $omc threat­
ening clouds which failed io delivcf* the 
much desired moisture. Considering 
the lessening of the supply’of irrigation 
water, the orchards arc still looking in 
fair condition. The fruit is slmwing 
good grov^th.
Peaches arc moving out very slowly; 
therci will not be any big rush 6f this 
fruit this season. , , \  ^
Clapps Favourite pears are over, and 
Bartletts are being picked. I t  is ex­
pected that the picking of Flemish 
Beautywill be on next week.
Duchess apples arc over. Wcalthy 
and Gravenstcin and some other odd 
varieties are being packed out. Kings 
and Cox’s Orange will' be ready ne^t 
week. "
Tomatoes arc now moving in volume. 
Express shipments are light for this 
time of year. Two mixed cars are 
moving out from Summerland daily, 
A car of pears went out on the I2th. 
Penticton, August 15th 
Bartlett pears are practically cleaned 
up. This week, should, see Cox's Or­
ange moving through the houses. 
Kings are going through "crated. Mc­
Intosh will commence to roll in about 
a week or ten days time.
Yellovv St. Jfohn peaches are about 
cleaned up as well as Early Crawford, 
Peaches this year are running smaller 
than last year. >
Prunes are commencing to show con­
siderable colour and will be picked 
much earlier than'Usual.
■... General . ■ '  ■'.
In this issue a table is given show­
ing the revised crop estimate for the 
Okanagan District, as at Aug;ust 16th. 
I t  will be seen that compared with our 
previous estimate of July 12th there, 
is very little change in the total crop ̂ 
percentages. In apples, about 5 per 
centj or 52,500 boxes, decrea‘se is shown, 
due principally to the lack of water in 
the Armstrong,>Vernon, and Penticton; 
districts affecting the size. In pears 
the percentage is raised slightly, due to 
an estimated increase at Summerland^ 
Crab apples also show an increase of 
10 per cent. This increase is largely in 
the Summerland and Naramata sec­
tions. Plums and prunes have decreased 
10 per cent from our previous estimate 
of June 21st.. This decrease is princip­
ally due to the heavy drop in many 
orchards of prunes affected by gum­
ming and drought injury.
The crop generally is very clean, of 
good quality and fair size but is mat­
uring earlier than usual. The ripening 
this season in nearly every instance is 
from two to three weeks earlier than 
normal, and growers and shippers are 
advised to plan accordingly.
Kootenay and Boundary District 
Plums and prunes have dropped 
quite heavily in, most alf'sections dur­
ing the past two weeks. The ^row n 
Spot at the core is showing up in the 
fruit, on some of the varieties of ap­
ples. This condition, has been noticed 
in Wealthies, Jonathan and McIntosh. 
Only by cutting the apple will it be 
possible to find the trees affected with 
this condition. Growers should not al­
low the fruit from such trees to get 
into the packing houses. Other than 
this, th e , apple crop on the whole is 
coming on in good shape, with average 
size and fair dolour for this time of the 
year. The season is about two weeks 
ahead of last year. Pears are making 
good growth but, have not been thinned
T B E m iR lE
FREITMARKET
BULLEnN
Current Prices And Mwket Conditions
(From the weekly Bulletin iosued by 
J. A. Grant, Fruit Markets Commis­
sioner, Calgary.) \
9.'Cl
Calgary, August 1 ,̂ 1924 
The Week In Calgary
Heavy rainfall *is reporied over the 
three prairie provinces. Grain is, mat­
uring slowly. There is a vigorous 
grbwth and drop conditions have im­
proved greatly.
Btisiucss in the fruit hqe , is Yiiry 
draggy; particularly in crab apples, cel- 
cry and blackberries. A little well plac- 
cd advertising as to fruits m season 
might stimulate a demand. ,
A carlot of tomatoes from a Japanese 
_ lippcr in Summcrlaiid, rctailmg at 
$1.20. per crate has demoralized the 
tomato market here. ,F,o,b. sales arc 
reported^as low as7S cents ,per, crqte.
300 orates t>f blackberries arriycd 
here, today to one firm, all on cpnsign-. 
ment. Local potatoes arc now plentiful 
as well as mostly all other vegetables. 
B.C. pears and Wealthy apples are now 
coming:in.
Italian, prunes from Oregon are being 
noted at a very low price. We warn 
Jariadian buyers that the dumpmg law 
is still in force and in our opinion the 
low price quoted would be subject to 
further adjustments on duty at a later
date.''.' u  -Calgary Wholesale, Prices 
Blackberries, $1.75 to —$ 2.00
Blueberries, basket........- .......-.... . 3.00
Plums, Cal. Blue, case .................. 3.00
Peach Plums, B.C.....................  2.00
Tiffligcdy ■     2.00
Peaches, Elberta and Crawford -  . 1-75 
Cantaloupes, Standard, case , 6.75
Flats, ■ case, .........................   2.75
Pears, Bartlett .....................   3.75
Tomatoes, B.C. Hothouse* case .. 2.75
. : Local Hothouse, lb......... ..... .....  „ .20
B.C. Field, $1.00 t o .................... LIS
Cucumbers,; Hothouse, case ......   2.75
B.C., in peach crates ..................
Rhubarb, Local, lb.
Onions, Cal., Yellow, lb .....-------... .05
B.C., lb.................................    .04
Cabbage, B.C., lb. ...........   ^-05
Beets, B.C., lb.................................. 03jj
Carrots, B.C, lb. ............. ...........
Potatoes, New, B.C., Ib.;----- -—... .02j4
Lettuce, Radish and Onions, doz. .20
Green Peas, B.C., lb. ................   .05
Wax Beans, lb.   .10
Cauliflower, Local, lb .................-  „*07
Apples, Gal. Gravenstein — -. 3.75
bellow  Transparent........    L50
Cooking --------------   LSO
, Crab apples, c ra te .... .....................1.25
Pumpkin and Squash, lb. ......... .03
Citron, Ib. ......................—.....----- ...
Green Corn, doz. — ...................50
Pickling Onions, peach crate of
14 lbs......... .....................  L65
Green Peppers, in apple crates .... 3.60 
Calgary Gar Arrivals 
August 7th to 13th 
B.C.—11 mixed fruit and vegetables^ 
2 apples, 2 mixed vegetables, 3 pota­
toes. ‘ ^  *Imported—2 mixed fruit, 1 grapes, 1
sufficient to get the size required to 
bring the top price. This crop,'how­
ever, is very clean and has stood the 
dry weather well.
In this issue is given a table show­
ing the revised crop estimate for this 
district.
' Creston, August 9th
The entire valley has had the bene­
fit of several showers of rain, the total 
amounting to about two inches of rain. 
This will enlarge the late, fall and win­
ter apples and prove of great value to 
all fall crops.
Tomatoes will be a heavy crop this 
year, and the recent rains will ensure 
their, rapid development. Early ship­
ments are on the increase and will be 
heavier each week until the beginning 
of next month. .
Duchess apples are on the move and 
some of the offerings were only fair in 
size.
Plums are coming in rapidly, mainly 
the Peach plum, but the total ship-, 
ments will be small.
Suspenribn of Reports
In view of the fact that most of the 
officials in charge of the various fruit 
districts will be absent from their res­
pective ' Stations on other wofk con­
nected with their duties, it has been 
decided to suspend the issuing of the 
Weekly News Letter until the latter 
end of September or early October.
onions ^
Selling Berries Under Cost 
Wc would advise an investigation in­
to the reason for the slump in rasp­
berry and blackberry prices that took 
place at, a time when' the raspberry 
season was almost over. Wo will bo
Rleased to throw light on the subject.tliC( growers should think fit to know 
yrhat caused the slump. .
At the time of writing blackberries 
in carlots arc discontinued, because at 
a price under $2.00 per crate it is a 
losing game to ship them. . Wc find 
that blackberries arriving in good con 
dition led. on consignment arc being 
Sold by a Jobber to his /ival jobbers at 
$1.75 per crate, the competing jobbers 
having the right to go to, his warehouse 
and pick out the firm stuff.
I t  is a singular fact that l.c.l. berry 
shipments have doubled to Alberta this 
year, while the carlot movement has 
been reduced more than half. Space 
forbids a free discussion of this matter, 
so wc content ourselves by giving the 
above advice, i . , ,
FiO.B. Shipping Point Prices 
Apart from peaches, very little Am­
erican stuff is coming into this market. 
The following arc the Washington 
quotations: , '
Peachey Elberta, b o x ......1.00
Prunes, Yakima, Italian, box ....~ .85
Pears, Bartlett; box ..'..... .. 2.50
Southern Oregon quotes Italian
Prunes in carlots, 15-lb boxes .60 
B.C. quotations-^ ,
'tort
(No sale on account of quality)
Tomatoes,'4 bskt. crate ..............  1.00
Green, box .... ............... . .75
Celery, (slow safe) lb. .................... .03
Potatoes (no demand),: ton ...~—. 30,00
Cabbage (no demand), to n ......... 60.00
Pumpkin, Marrow and Squash,
ton;.......................     25.00
Citron, ton .....-...... ......... ..........— 45.00
Green Corn, doz., 30c to ..............  -35
Cucumbers, box, 45c to ....— ...... .60
Apples, Wealthy and Gravenstein.
box. Fancy ......................... — L60
C. Grade .....................----- ------ L30
Pearv, Bartlett, box. F ancy ....... 2.50
C. Grade ......... .......................— 2.25
Plums, Layered, b o x .................... 1.25
Jumble pack, box  ........—...---- - LOO
Peaches; Fancy, box .................   L40
C. Grade ...................................  L2S
Crab apples, box (no movement) .75 
Medicine Hat
MEDICINE *HAT, August 13.— 
Business quieter this week than usual 
with all lines moving slowly. .
' Car arrivals—I car bananas, 1 car of 
Gal. Elberta peaches, 2 cars B.C. mixed 
fruit and vegetables.’
- Prices as follows:— . .
Peaches, Gal. Elberta ............... ...$ L8S
In quantities  L7S
Wash. Carmen ...............   LSO
Plums, Wash. Tragedy .....------  2.50
B.C. Peach, $2.00 to .......  2.25
Pears, Bartlett .... — . 4.50
V̂odIgs* wfcippcci
. .In crates ....................—........-—- 2.50
Blackberries, 24s, $1.75 to — 2.25
Raspberries .....--------------— — 3.00
I Crab apples, Transcendent......;----  1.90
Blueberries, Ont., baskets --------  3.25
B.C.^'T'omatoes, 4 bskt.
Hothouse, Local .....— • 3.75
Cukes, Hothouse (Local) 2.00
In peach boxes—no inarket. 
^ibubarb, .................................. 2.50
Celery, lb- .......—........  —  ̂ . .07
Svreet Corn, local,-doz, 9
New Spuds, B.C. .......— -—......—- .03^4
New Carrots, Local ....... y.....i—.... .05
New Cabbage, Local ............ .03
New Beets, L ocal..........— —-— ~ .04
New Turnips, Local .........................04
Edmonton
EDMONTON, August 14.— There 
are no berries arriving here except 
blueberries and a few blackberries. The 
cherries seem to be over as we have 
seen none for the past week: This
week there were quite a fevv cars of 
mixed B.C. fruits and vegetables on 
this market. Some of the ripe, tom­
atoes, cucumbers, peaches and plums 
were in over-ripe condition. None of 
this stuff is selling fast as trade_ all 
claim it is too early for it to go into 
consumptioh in large quantities. A 
large number of people are away and 
there is no preserving or pickling being 
done ' yet. F irs t. Wash, cantaloupes 
arrived this week and were in excellent 
shape. There are a lot of-crab apples 
here but sales slow yet.  ̂ Local potatoes 
are on in quantities this week and are 
of good size. Approximate wholesale 
prices are as follows:
Blueberries, basket ....................— 3.25
Blackberries, case ..............----- .,.. 2.25
Plums, Best No. 1, case------- ..... 2.50
Others, case —--------    2.00
ItaUan Prunes, case ................ ...... 2.00
Elberta Peaches, case ------ — 2.00
Other Peaches, No. 1, case—-  1.75 
Apricots—market price.
Cantaloupes, Standards, case ——  6.50
Crab apples, case ..  —. 1.50
Bartlett I*ears, case —................. 4.00
Ripe Tomatoes, Best, case, $1.25 1.4(| 
Cucumbers, Best, case .—......—-. .85
Celery, Best, lb ............................    .06
Oiabbâ ê, lb. .05
Carrots, lb, .....1...................... . • .0̂
Beets, lb . ...............................—...... .0̂
Onions, ,1b.  ........... ...... .—... .04j4
New Spuds, lb. ......___ ...........— .02^4
REVISED CROP ESTIMATE, 1924 (Boxes) OKANAGAN HORTICULTURAL DISTRICT
PLASTIGRAMS
t Apples Pears Crab Apples Plums & Prunes
Districts 1923 1924 1923 1924 1923 1924 1923 1924
Crop Est. Crop Est. Crop Est. Crop Est.
Salmon Arm and Main Line ---- 239,808 270,000 4,313 3,700 16,842 16,000 9,537 5,500
Armstrong and Enderby ------....... 28,806 25,500 1,900 1,300 4,945 , 3,500, 8,740 5,500
Ve '̂non and Oyama .—.— 816,888 480,000 . 8,873 7,500 51,525 40,000 94,981 40,000
Okanagan Centre and Winfield ...____  224,931 145,000 6,438 5,20fl 26,670 15,000 18,521 9,000
'855,796 600.000 24.391 20.000 29,807 20.000 89,959 35.000
____ 54,511 20.000 3,396 3,500 2,552 1,500 2,892 1,100
____ 47,149 40,000 2,770 3.000 3,200 25,000 4,225 3,500
____ 326,253 220,000 13,129 15,000 11.387 5.000 22,289 16,000
____ 84,795 53,000 4,075 3,600 . 2,358 1,500 2,116 1,200
... _  313,218 205,000 12,450 12.000 3,560 3,000 23,005 13,000
_____ 60,853 40,000 3,830 2,000 195 250 ■ 5,490 1.800
____3,053,008 2,098,500 85,566 76,800 153,041 130,750 281,755 131,600
Percentage of Last Year ........—... 68.83% ■ ; ■'' V . 89% 84% ■* 46%
REVISED CROP ESTIMATE, 1924 (Boxes) KOOTENAY AND BOUNDARY DISTRICT
Apples Pears Crab Apples Plums & Prunes
District 1923 1924 1923 1924 1923 1924 1923 1924
Crop Est. Crop Est. Crop Est. Crop Est.
Grand Forks ..................—*— ....—..... 84,194 55,700 2,845 1,600 1,140 1,050 39,875 19,500
Jam (tons) ........................ ........ 200 150 15 10 — 78 50
„... .145,000 125,000 4,138 3,500 2,968 2,500 6,407 3,000
Kootenay aiid Arrow Lakes .— _ _  95,570 130.000 3,025 4,500 862 900 6,768 4.000
Jryit --(tons)v 151 75 13 10 4 3 105 50
Total (Boxes) ......................... .......... ........324,764 310,700 10,008 9,600 4,970 4,450 53,050 26,500
Percentage of Last Year ............... **■*■■** , 95% 95% 89% 48%
Total Jam (tons) ,.......—~— -------......^ 351 225 28 20 4 3 183 Ido
Silver Skill Onions, case .........1.75
Green Peppers, case........ :...........  L7S
Swift Cturont
SW IFT CURRENT, Aug. 14.-- 
.Wedther for the past wpek in this dis­
trict has been very warm, but after so 
much late rain the crops arc looking 
much better throughout the district .
Alt lines of fruit are moving very 
Slowly on account of high prices es­
pecially on peaches, pears and plums; 
and late crop throughout the. district.
Car arrivals from August 6th to 13th 
—1 car peaches, 1 car peaches, pears 
and prunes mixed, 1 B.C. car mixed
fruit r m c l i r "
Apples, B.C., wrapped, b o x ........ $ 3.W
vJjrtwrtippcclj' l?ox • • 4 . ,  2*25 
Cantaloupes, Standards 7.50
i Flats ' «•••••*<■•«*•*•**************•** VW
daclcbcrries, 3.Ca| crate 3*00
Blucbcrricsr Ontp bskt ^3.00
Peaches, Wash,, bo;ic ...........   1.75
PruticSf VVasli., box X.ou
Pltuns, B .C ,4 b s k t. ..................... 2.00
Pears, B.C, Fancy, b o x ....... 3.50
nPortiatocSf B.C^ 4 bskt. 2.00
Cucurtibcr^ B.C., peach .box
Celery, B;C.jJb.................................... 07
Cabbage, B.C.,. lb.
B.C.p 'lb. .04
Beets, Turnips, Carrots, lb.......... .03
]pQ̂ Htocs, ■ lb. *025̂ 6
MOO0O Jaw
; MOOSE JAW, August 12.-rBusi- 
pcss has been fairljr quiet for this last 
ten days. The housewives do not 
seem to be taking to preserving fruit 
as they should at this time of __
BlackbcrricSi crate ....................... ? ^
Apples, wrapped ................— 2.75
orates 2*̂ 5
Plums, B.C., 4 bSkL crates, $1.75 2.25 
Peaches, Cal. Elberta, $1.65' to i... 1.90
Pears, box ......      4.50
Crab apples .......................   2 .^
Tomatoes, 4 bskt. grate ............... 2.W
Celery, washed and trimmed, lb. .08
Per box ....................................  L2S
Cabbage, lb. .......................   -05
Onions, lb.  .......... ............. —• _»05
Potatoes, bush. — ..............   2.00
Saskatoon
SASKATOON, August 11.— The 
market is overloaded on all B.C. ship­
ments with the exception of spuds. 
Ripe 4 bskt. crate tomatoes have been 
sold as low'as $1.35, crate apples_$2.00 
and wrapped apples $2.50. This, is un­
der cost delivered; On account of the 
poor crop conditions in th6 northern 
part of this province, these markets are 
overloaded and goods are-sacrificed to 
this extent.
: Peaches,' Cal. E lberta --------- ..$ 2.00
Plums, Wash. Blue ......................... 2.25:
B.C.—Blue ....................   2.m
J ĵixitrte p£ick 1*75
Apples, in crates, $2.00 to —  , 2.15
tra p p e d , $2.75 to ................ .— 3.00
Crab apples ........................ -.......  2.00
Pears ........—-.......................     4.25
Loganberries -------- ------ ---------— 2.75
^̂ elerj ĵ lb* »•■»•••••*•••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••• *ty*
Potatoes^ cwt. ..... .... .........   3.00
Green Tomatoes —...— ......   L75
Blueberries, bskt. ..— --------    3.00
Onions, sack .—...................   5.00
Carrots, B^ets, Turnips, cw t....'.— 4.00 
Cabbage, cwt. —  : 5.00
Regina  ̂ „
REGINA, Augrust 13.-—Business dull 
and supplies plentiful. Demand from 
both city and country very slow, the 
lateness of the crops and the cool, wet 
weather, combined with a probability 
of frost during the past week, are no 
doubt factors controlling, to a certain 
extent;-the market.
Blackberries have been a drug on the 
market, there has been no demand and 
supplies deteriorated very quickly and 
had to be jobbed. Field grown tom­
atoes are down in price to a low level, 
and crab apples are very difficult to 
move even at the low price prevailing. 
B.C. onions are very small and some­
what dirty and in this condition are dif­
ficult to move following a much super­
ior imported article.
W HOLESALE PRICES 
Apples, B.C. Duchess, Fancy,
box, $2.75 to ............. ..........,...$ 2.95
In crates, $2.25 to .—— -------- : 2.40
Imp. ^av en ste in . Fancy, box 4.00 
Pears, B.C. Bartlett, Fancy, box 3.75 
_B.C. Clapps Favourite, C, box 3.50
,’Imp. Bartlett, Fancy, b o x .......i 4.40
C Grade, box', $4 to ........... 4.25
Plums, B.C. Burbank, 4 bskt. .... 1.75
Imp. Tragedy, 4 bskt................  2.25
In boxes ......... ....... .—-.......— L50
Imp. Diainond, 4 bskt ....:.....  2.25
Peaches, B.C. Triumph, box ......  1.75
B.C. Champion, box .—....... .—  1.75
B.C. St. John, box — ............ . 1.75
Apricots, B.C., 4 bskt....................  2.35
Peaches, Imp. Elberta, box ........ 1.80
Crab apples, B.C. Transcendent,
.box, $1.70' to . . . . . . . 1 . 8 5
Tomatoes, B.C. Field Grown,
4 bskt. ......................................  L60
;B.C. Hothouse, 4 bskt ............. 3.50
Onions, B.C. Sample, cwt.......— 3.00
Potatoes, B.C., cw t ..........     3.00
Celery, B.C-, Unwashed, lb. —.......... 06
Celery, Washed, Ib.....................  .09
Ĉ sbbcî ey B,C*j lb* *05
Cucumbers, B.C. Field, case ....... LOO
RETAIL PRICES ......
Apples, B.C. Duchess, crate ...—..$ 3.00 
Imp. Gravenstein, Fancy, doz... ,60
Pears, B.C., doz., 40c to .................... .50
I mp., doz. .60
Plums, B.C., lb..... -...................      .20
Imp. basket ........'.........- ....... -  .75
Peaches, Imp., doz........................... .50
Tomatoes, B.C!., Field Grown, lb. .20
Hothouse, bskt.  ........... .—....'. 1.10
(Onions, B.C., lb. ......... ...........- ....  .04
Potatoes, B.G., Ib. ...................   .04
Celery, B.C., lb., 9c to ....------ -— .12
Cabbage, B.C., 9 lbs. fo r ........ . .25
Cucumbers, B.C., Field, e a c h ..........15
Car arrivals, August 7th to 13th: B.C. 
—10 fruit and vegetables^ 2 potatoes, ! 
vegetables, 2 blackberries, 1 mixed fruit,
1 crab apples. - Manitoba—1 vegetables. 
Imported—5 peaches, 1 apples, 1 mixed 
fruit
Winnipeg
W INNIPEG, Aug. 13.—There is a 
falling off in the car receipts this week. 
Business' is only fair and not so brisk 
as last week. There were 14 cars of 
vegetables and 29 cars frtiit received 
since last report.
From B.C.—1 car raspberries, 5 cars 
apples, 5 cars mixed fruit, 1 car crab 
apples, 1 car vegetables.
From Ontari.o—-2 ca 
cars tomatoes.
Imported—10 cars potatoes, 5 cars 
pears, I car grapes, 2 cars mixed fruit,
1 car onions, 1 car cantaloupes, 2 cars 
peaches, 1 car plums.
The following arc the wholesale 
rices—
!,C. Raspberries, 24 p t  c ra te .....$ 5.00
B.C, Blackberries, 24 pt.'crate — 2.50 
B.C. Apples, Transparent, Fancy,
box ............................... .......... 2.50
rs cherries, 3
Okanagan Loan and Investment 
Trust Company
W ANTjID
Forty acre Mixed Farm. Purchaser will pay cash. 
FOR EXCHANGE
Modern Furnished Bungalow in the Kerrisdalc District, 
Vancouver, situate on double lot, 66 x 194. PoUahed maple and 
mahogany bordered floors. Fireplace; built in bullet; beam 
ceilings; bi-cakfast hook and all latest improvements. The price 
is $7,000, Furhislicd. Mortgage of $2,000 to be assumed. Will 
exchange for a small good orchard with equipment.
FOR RENT
Newly erected Store in fine pbsitiori. .
SeveraL Unfurnished Houses from $15.00 per month up.
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
'Phone 332 Kelowna, B.C.
‘I?"
0
Friday & Saturday, Aug. 22. & 23 
Coleen Moore in
“  The Perfect Flapper ”
With a bigger thrill of joy than 
in her wonderful portrayal of 
■‘Flaming. Youth.”; And that says 
a loti You’ll .find a laugh and 
thrill you didn’t think was in you 
when, you see “The Perfect Flap­
per.” Also Fox News and ‘‘Win­
ner Takes AIL” ,
Sat. Mat., 3.30, 10c and 25c ' 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and: 35c
Monday & Tuesday, Aug. 25 8:26 
Here is glorious Gloria Swonsou •
in
m
iScclety Seandd
A play that is-a veritable fashion 
show of costly gowns , that will be 
the erivy of every woman and 
command the admiration of' ev­
ery man.' Also the Comedy,
Mott, evening,'7.30 & 9, 20c & 35c 
EXTRA TUESDAY NIGHT ATTRACTION
PLAZA CABARET ORCHESTRA
(One Night Only) ’
You’ve heard them on the Radio, now you can hear them at the
Empress. See bills.
’ Tuesday Evening at 8.15. 2Sc and 55c ,
Wednesday and Thursday, August 27th and 28th 
You’re all going to see it, we know that!
H a r o l d  L l o y d
in
GIRL SH Y
Laughs galore; thrills and chills till yon can’t sit still. Ab­
solutely the funniest thing Lloyd ever did. We would feel 
sorry for you if you didn’t laugh yourself nearly ^sick at 
this one. Also
PATHE REVIEW , TOPICS, FABLE
E^vening at 8.15 - -. - 25c and S5c • -
• Wednesday Matinee a t -3.30, 20c. and -35c
m m ra-im m j?, 8l; eO: Ql:
" tIs An Hi Wind That Biows No Good ”
TAKE
B o b b e d  H a i r
FOR INSTANCE
Many of the pharmacy fraternity, even this 
store, bewailed the decline of Hair Net busi­
ness, when lo and behold the sales of Ladira* 
Sautior Combs began to virtually .: double in - 
volume as tbe fair sex found what a necessary., 
little article these Combs are. Verily, all tlungs 
have their compensationis— în the case of 
bobbed hair—comfort for the wearer, and on 
our part, the satisfaction of selling more th an - 
ever a .really meritorious article. .
SEE OUR DISPLAY OF
LADIES’ SAUTIOR COMBS.
■; — AND — ;
ELECTRIC CURLING TONGS
P. B. WILLITS & CO.
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS
— -S E R V I C E -----
“ YOU W IL L  GET IT  AT W IL U T S ”
1
Duchess, Fancy, b o x .......... .— 2.50>
Duchess in cra tes.................    2.00
Wealthy, crates ..................    2.40
Crab apples. Transcendent,
B.C. Plums, Abundance, 4 bsk t... 1.50
Tragedy______ ____    2.25
O nt Tomatoes, 11 q t bskt, $1.75 2.00 
O n t Cherries, Montmorency, 11
quarts ■ 1.25
.Ont. Blueberries, 11 quarts 2.25
Imp. Peaches, Crawford and El-
berta, box, $1,50, $1.65 a n d .. 1.75 
Imp. Plums, all varieties, 4 bskt.,
2 5  to .................................... Ĵ.50
Imp. Pears, Bartlett, Fancy, box. 4;25
Clapps, b o x ............ .—. 4.00';
Im p .-Onions, Yellow Standard, >
Imp. Potatoes, New, cwt..... ....... . 2.50'
Imported potatoes are still supplying 
this market as the local potatoes are 
hot ready in quantities and B.C. does ■ 
not seem to be able to compete in price 
with imported stock. AH_ fruits and- 
vegctables arc draggy, but it is expect 
cd that with the end of the month' 
things will be considerably improved, 
particularly when it is assured that 
Manitoba will harvest the good crop--
(Continued on Page 7
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A L etter Is
i"i(ti/vl', ,r'’vi, ■'.'i ,n.
The Banking-by-Mail Service of the I^Eiih of 
Montreal is so satisiactory that many of our 
customers conduct all their transactions with 
us thibugh the postal service*
' )f you wish to open'a Saving|S or Cheque 
ing Account, if you ore , in quest of 
information, or if you desire advice on
have
. merely towriteour nearest Branch*
G/ McCOSH, Manager* 
Kelowna Branch:
BANK<3F MQNTKEAL
/  1 6 6 ' ^ a r s
, I
'. '.J;
m ■Hi
to
According to the Law relating to the Pensions 
Act, no further claims for pensions will be con­
sidered after August 31st, 1924, in respect of dis­
abilities incurred during the Great War, 1914-1918.
All returned men having claims are invited to ! 
communicate with—
E. W. BARTON
Private phone 432 Secretary, G. W. V. A* |
' Y“' V iY ' if- pi» . . i * / '
KELOWNA TWENTY
YEARS AGO
(Continued from Page 3)
Mr. ' H. E. Wallis has acquired a 
" ‘Complete knowledge of the drug busi­
ness by years, of careful application, 
and the quality of his goods can be 
-relied upon. He carries full lines of 
drugs and chemicals, perfumes, and 
sundries and his neat little establish­
ment always presents a bright appear­
ance. Mr. Wallis has commenced the 
erection of a commodious new struc­
ture to be used as a drug store and 
residence on the corner adjoining his 
present location. Mr. Raymcr jhas^the 
contract and when completed Mr. Wal­
lis will have an attractive ■ place of 
V i)usiness and comfortable residence.
Boyce and Willits have one of the 
■most prominent business locations in 
town, and their fine large plate glass 
window gives them^ a splendid chance 
to display special lines of stock. Mr. 
Willits, who has charge of the estab­
lishment, shows considerable taste m 
the arrangement of his goods, and an 
excellent, trade is being done. He also 
'has quite fancy for photography; and 
many interesting views of Kelowna and 
vicinity on exhibition testify to his ar-
•flOflO '
Mr. H. ‘Raymer. Mr. J. Curts and 
Mr. Haug arc Kelowna’s contractors 
and builders and evidences of their 
handiwork may be_ seen in the village 
;and at various points throughout the
country. They arc all pushing and' en­
terprising gentlemen, but the probabili­
ties are that they will have more work 
on , their hands _ than they can get 
through with this season'. They em­
ploy large gangs of men and arc rush­
ing their contracts to completion as 
quickly as possible. Mr. Curts and Mr. 
Raymer are the wood workers, and 
Mr. Haug attends to the stone work, 
brick work and plastering,
Mr. W. A. Hunter came to Kelow­
na from Holland about two and a half 
years ago expecting to have a rest and 
take things easy. He has had quite a 
busy time since he arrived, however, 
and is likely to be kept busy for . some 
time to come supplying the people of 
the Okanagan with the staff of life. He 
was burned out in the fire of 1903 los­
ing all he hadj but started up again 
and is now doing a flourishing trade, 
not only in Kelowna and vicinity but 
also at various points along the lake. 
He also carries a full line of groceries, 
fruits and confectionery.
Mr. H. G. Cooper was for about 
twelve years a resident of Vernon, 
where he worked up a splendid busi­
ness as the proprietor of the Okanagan 
Saddlery Coy. Having ’disposed of his 
interest in the Vernon concern, he
came to Kelowna about six months ago 
and bought out Mr. Thompson’s stock. 
Large additions hav'c been made in the
way of new.goods, and as Mr. Cooper 
thoroughly understands his business 
and is personally known to many of 
the residents in the Okanagan, he will
no doubt soon command a prosperous 
trade,at thisjioint. ■ i
Mr. S. Ti Elliott has recently open­
ed out quite i;in extensive stock of 
farm implements' in connection with 
his Blacksmithing and Horseshoeing 
business. The large ilcw shop and 
sheds arc'conveniently located on Bcr- 
Hard Ave* aiul the assortrticiit of goods 
he handles should give customers _ an 
opportunity to supply their require­
ments withouti sending to outside 
pointSi' ■ ‘ ' >■ , ^
The firm of D. W.'Crowley & Co., 
which includes the names of Messrs. E. 
W. Wilkinson and G. H. Packer, car­
ry on a prosperous butcher and cattle 
business, their trade extending to >Jany 
pointy throughout the valley. They 
have also a first class livery outfit; and 
their horses and rigs are kept busily 
engaged. ■
‘i Mr. O. D. Ranks, sccy. 9f the Ke­
lowna Farmers’ Exchange, is working 
up a lucrative trade in shipping, the 
produce of the farmers to outside 
points. He has good business conrtcc- 
tions, is well posted on prices and oth­
er details, and iia quite capable of push­
ing to . a successful issue any matters 
he may undertake.
Mr. John Downtoil was at one time 
connected with Mr. , Crbwley in the 
butcher busineMi, but started up on mis 
own account, about a year ago, and is 
now doing a , flourishing trade. Jack 
is well known and well liked by the- 
people of the valley generally, and 
keeps two tejims busy supplying his 
customers.
Mr. C. Blackvirood has secured ' a 
good business in the livery, freighting 
and draying line. "By giving his per­
sonal attention to the work, those who 
favor him with their orders may feel 
confident that everything will be done 
satisfactorily. Mrs. C._ Blackwood has 
charge of a heat and tidy little restaur 
rant, where excellent; nieals are served 
at reasonable rates. .
J. P. Gleihent, bookseller and stat­
ioner, fitted up a neat little store ad­
joining the RayhieY Block, and is giyr 
ing good satisfactibh to his customers. 
He keeps full lines' of stationery, spor­
ting goods, kodak supplies, etc. A fine 
assoHment of new goods is now on the 
way froili eastern tvholesale houses., 
Mr. Chas. Shayler demonstrates the 
excellence of Kelowna-grown tobacco 
by the fine brands of cigars he turns 
out of his factory.' H e is an expert at 
the trade >and finds ready sale for all 
the goods he can make. .
PRAIRIE FRUIT
MARKET BULLETIN
(Continued from page-6)
they-have in sight without injury from 
frost or rust. -
VANCOUVER, B.G., August 13.— 
The weather has continued warm and 
dry during the past week.
The movement in peaches took on 
much heavier volume during the week, 
as wilt be. noted by the list of imports. 
Bulk of supplies are Elbertas an^ come 
from California.
The long spell of dry weather has not 
been at all advantageous to green veg­
etables and as a result a slight stiffen­
ing in the price of some of these lines 
will be noted. ^
Thc;^ tomato market has weakened 
considerably during the week under in­
creasing supplies of field stock from 
the upper country.
The new potato market has shown 
considerable strength during the week, 
price to grower advancing about $3.00 
per ton. Wholesale prices show a cor- 
resnoiiding increase.
The following produce was imported 
and cleared at Vancouver” and New 
Westminster during the week ending 
August 12th, 1924:
Apples, Wash, and Cal. 2652 boxes; 
pears. Wash, and Cal., 5,106 boxes; 
peaches. Wash, and CaL, 13,198 boxes; 
plums, Wash, and Cal., 2,777 crates; 
prunes, Wash., 68 boxes; apricots. 
Wash., 527 boxes; raspberries. Wash., 
912 crates; grapes. Cal., 2,301 crates; 
oranges. Cal., 1,574 cases; lemons. Cal., 
495 cases; grapefruit. Cal., 461 cases; 
grapefruit, Fla., 41 cases; watermelons. 
Cal., 5,272 cases; cantaloupes. Cal., 
1,286 crates; honeydews. Cal., 1,963; 
casabas, Cal., 4,216; bananas, 3,290 
bunches; peppers. Gal., 7 crates; cab­
bage, 74 crates; onions. Wash., 900 
sacks; yams, China, 3,200 lbs.; sweet 
potatoes. China, 1,000 lbs.
W HOLESALE PRODUCE
Apples, Cal., Gravenstein............ $ 3.75
Wash., Gravenstein .........    3.25
Cooking, up to .........   2.00
Crab apples. Transcendent.......  1.25
Pears, B artlett...............................- 3.75
Plums, Cal., $2.25 to .......     3.25
Peaches, Elberta, $1.40 to ........... 1.50
Crawford, ................................. - 1.75
Apricots—off.
Yakamines, crate ......................  1.75
Grapes, Thompson’s Seedless..... 3.25
Blackberries, crate .......,..............  1.50
Raspberries, crate  ........... -....... 1.75
Rhubarb, lb..... .........   02
Cantaloupes, Standards ..............  5.75
Flats ................ ....... .—— .... ....  2.50
Casabas, lb..........................h......   .06
Honeydews, lb. ..:........................   .07
Watermelons, lb.............  04
Tomatoes, H.H., in crates. No. 1 2.25
Field ............... ............-........ ......  1.25
Peppers, lb.  ................—-......  ,20
Egg Plant, lb., 12j4c t o ........... . .20
Cauliflower, doz. ................   1.75
Head Lettuce, c ra te .....................  1.50
Celery, doz. (large) .......    1.00
^̂ â )bâ rc, 11).'
Green P e a s ......... .........................   .06
Green Beans ............      .06
Parsley, doz. .............       .30
Cucumbers, Field, doz-------------  .65
IBeets, sack ...................................... 2.50
(parrots, sack 2.^0
Onions, Walla Walla, sack------  3.50
Crrccn, per doz. ■ .15
(iarlic, lb. ....................................... .35
New Potatoes, sack, $1.50 to .......  1.65
fi.e. Honey, 4 lb. t in s ------------ ... 1.00
Comb Honey, 24 12-ozs..........    7.00
Eggs to producer, cases returned—
Pullets 29c, Fresh Firsts 318, Fresh Ex­
tras 34c. < :
Wholesale—Pullets 33c, Fresh Firsts 
35 to'36c, Fresh Extras 38 to 39c, Stor­
age Firsts 32c. .
Poultry,Jive, to shipper—Light hens 
iSc; Medium hens' 16c, Heavy hens 18 
to ,'19c. Light Springs 20c, Medium 
Springs 22c, Heavy Springs*. 23 t6 25c, 
Stags 12c; Old JDuclcs: 20c, Young 
Ducks 23c to 2Sc, ' ,
' Wholesale (dressed)—Light l^cns 21c, 
Medium hens, 22c, Heavy hens 25c to 
26c, Light Springs 35c, ^Medium Sprin­
gs 30c, Roasters 35c, Stags 17c.«
' Veal— Country dressed topit to-ship- 
per, 11c to 12c. ’Wholesale, 12c to 13c.
Hbjgs-^ Prime light country dressed 
to shipper l2c. Wholesale, 12j4c.
REVISED FORECAST V *
/ OP CROP PROSPECTS
Summary Issued Hy DominJon Depart­
ment Of AeHcdlture Shows A Fevr 
; Changes In Estimates
The Fruit Brijnch of the Dominion 
Department ôf Agriculture in its Fruit 
and Vegetable Report No. 3 has re­
vised some of the estimates of fruit and 
vegetable yields given in Report No 2, 
which were quoted in our issue of July 
24th. As compared with the figures 
previously. published, apples show an 
increase of 5 per cent in British Col­
umbia and 35 per cent in New Bruns­
wick; with decreases of 10 per cent in 
Ontario, 15 per cent in Quebec and 20 
per cent in Nova Scotia. The detailed 
figures, in * percentages of the; 1923 
crop, are subjoined.
British Columbia
Apples; 65 per cent,, or 2,405,000 box­
es; peaches, 30 per cent, or 21,240 bush- 
Is; plums, 75 per cent;, prunes, 55 per 
cent; pears, almost equal,to 1923; pot­
atoes, reduced acreage; dnions, acreage 
slightly increased.
Alberta
Potatoes, 10 to 30 per cent increase 
in acreage.
Saskatchewan
Potatoes, acreage about equal to last 
year.
Manitoba .
. Potatoes,, increased acreage, but crop' 
will not be more than. 60 to 75 per cent.
Ontario
Apples, 80 per cent, or 1,043,520. bar­
rels; peaches, 55 per cent, or 183,073 
bushels; plums, -70 per cent, or 66,480 
bushels; pears, 80 per cent, or 99,600 
bushels; sour cherries, 100 per cent; 
raspberries, 125 per cent, or 1;050,000 
quarts; tomatoes, 65 per cent, but in­
creased acreage; potatoes, increased ac­
reage; onions, 10 per cent increase in, 
acreage.
, Quebec
Apples, 135 per cent, or 87,876 bar­
rels; potatoes, reduced acreage.
Nova Beotia
Apples, 70 j)er cent, or 1,274,744 bar­
rels; potatoes, acreage about the same.
New^Brunswick
Apples, 135 per cent, or 93^544 bar­
rels; potatoes, acreage increased ap­
proximately 20 per cent.
Prince I Edward Island
Potatoes, increased acreage, of, a- 
bout 15 per cent.
United States
The United States apple crop wiH be 
about 6 per cent less than a year ago, 
the reduction occuring in the western 
crop, which is estimated at 30 per cent 
less than in 1923. The eastern, or 
barrelled, apple croig is estimated at a- 
bout 13 per cent above that of last 
year. While the United States crop is 
estimated at less than last year, it is 
expected to b.e about 9 per cent above 
the five-year average of 1919-1923.
Late reports from the Wenafehee- 
Okanogan district indicate conditions 
favourable both for quality and quant­
ity. July 1st forecast of 14,0(X)'cars is 
unchanged; last year,. 18,000 cars. Rome 
Beauty normal, Spitzenburg heavy* 
Jonathan and Winesaps sub-normal, 
Delicious very light.
Oregon reports* an “off-year” for ap­
ples in the Rogue River Valley, and in 
the Hood River district, where early 
prospects were for the largest apple 
crop in its history, late frosts caused 
considerable damage and the crop is 
now estimated about equal to that of 
last year.
England And The Continent
English crop prospects, according to 
a report issued by the Ministry of Ag­
riculture early in July, indicate that, 
while the early set of blossom on ap­
ples was excellent, the drop has been 
exceedingly heavy and the outlook is 
now far less promising. Such dessert 
varieties as Worcester, Pearmain and 
James Grieve arc only fair to good, 
Allington and Beauty of Bath fair, 
Cox’s Orange and most others very 
good. Culinary varieties are a little 
better; Bramleys are generally good, 
Derbys are good in Kent, Lane’s Prin­
ce Albert fair to good, and Newton 
Wonder Fair. Of the early varieties, 
Victoria and Grenadier are good. Kent 
about 45 per cent, Worcester about 35 
per cent, Hereford, early varieties, SO
1
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L a u n d e r  d a i n t y  ^ i n g s  
t w i c e  a s  o f t e n ,  t h i s  w a y
It’fl not ncccssaicy to keep your prettiest thlmp 
folded and Idd avray. Wear them—often. Lanndei; 
them just ao often os noccasaty. But do it this
Uac Palmolive PRINCESS SOAP FLAKES-* 
and 8CC fragile crepes, silks, lacc& come from laitn» 
dcring absolute^ nnhormed. Colors brightoned 
and freshened, if anything. '
The great foam of suds contains nothing to 
the daintiest fabrfo the most delicate coloring. St 
dissolves the dirt, however, most thoroughly—and 
washes it away,
Tlicsc snowy, crinkly flake)} contain nothing btd, 
pure soap. So they go farthw, cleanse more elB- 
dently. That mokes it ccononucal to ttso them in 
the washing machine, for all laundcrihg,, and for 
every general hotischold purpose. ' > H < > /
I f  only to  try, get some today o f yonr dealdlii 
 ̂H e has them—in handy onc-pound packages.
THB PALMOLIVE COMPANY OP CANADA, JUaited
. ' ' ■ Toronto
D iA B ' A# A  t . 9 V  E
P R I N C E S S  S O A P  
’ F L A K E S
Madt in Canada
JPbrfinest sttks, o r  coarsest w ootens \ •
T l i e :  H o m e  D r i f i f c
BREWED
MOTEL S f
HERE’S the drink for you, for yoiir wife, for your guests—the drink to ■ have always on hand for any so.cial occasion. “Cascade” is the proud product 
of British Columbia’s model breyvery, 
equipped with every aid that modem 
brewing science can devise to produce the 
best beer possible. It’s brewed to per­
fection, aged to a ripe mellowness, bottled 
at the brewery in sterilized amber'Colored 
bottles that keep out the light and keep 
in the delicious “Cascade” flavor. That’s 
why it appeals to more British Columbia 
people than all other brands of beer.
Insist on Cascade** a t the  
V en dors  — h€We i t  in you r  
hom e—serve i t  to  your guests!.
. ' V'
VANCOUVER BREWERIES
UMITED V
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Contror Board or by
the Government of British Columbia.
- ‘i 7
to 75 per. cent, late varieties, 50 per 
cent
Norway.—^Very late season. Blos- 
sonf has been quite grood but it is tod 
early, in view , of the Jate season, for 
definite indications. However, the pro­
bability is that there will be a much 
better crop that last year.
Sweden.—A severe winter, with some
injury to trees. Season very late but 
bloom abundant. The crop will un­
doubtedly be better than average.
Denmark.-r Blossoming hardly over 
and indications therefore not reliable, 
but a good medium crop is expected.
TyroL-^LcsS promising than early 
reports indicated, but the probabilities 
arc in favour of good crops.
GREAT FORETHOUGHT
“It is wonderful how Nature proy- 
idcs for the needs of mankind.”
"I quite agree with you. Wliat, for 
instance, could be more convenient 
than cars to hook one’s spectacles 
over?”
PLASTIGRAMS
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MCKENZIE’S BLUE LABEL TEA
[has consistently continued a GOOD 
lea. A blend of Broken Orange.
P e k o e ,  A s s a m  a n d  D a r j e e l i n g .
That continues to be good, is a 
tea to continue to buy.
MCKENZIE’S BLUE LABEL TEA
continues to satisfy the . popular palate.
7Uc PER POUND
The McKenzie Co., Ltd .
PHONE 214
Why Take A Chance
on purchasing goods of common ’or ordinary 
quality, especially lines of Flour, F ^ d  and
BUY THE
You will get it from us all the time, plus a 
satisfactory service.
.Oats are advancing.  ̂ Buy Oats now while the
price is low.
Occidental Fruit Go.,
KELOWNA, B. C.
Free City Delivery Phone 67-Ll
SPORT m s
LACROSSE
Kelowna, 4; Salmon Arm, 0 
The local netted atick. cKperta arc 
aKain champions of the OuanaRan Val­
ley by virtue of their liavihR defeated 
the Salmon Arm team here last IhUrs- 
in the last game of the seasonsday m tn  l si u. ...v- "
schedule, and arc now the lioldcra of
(the huntfsothc Roweliffe Cup, emblem­
atic of the Okanagan lacrosse chamr 
1 pionship.
CRICKET
A cricket matcli of more than ordin­
ary interest was playcjf o k
between Mr. F. Keevils XL and Ok­
anagan Mission, The latter team was 
composed for the moat part of did 
cricketers who used to^play m the ear­
ly days, when, the Mission XI. wds one
of the strongest in the. Interior. .
On Keevil ,winning the toss he. de­
cided to take the first innings, and, as 
the wicket was in good shape, it was 
expected that his side would run up a 
respectable score. However, his bats­
men appeared to be quite helpless a- 
galnst the steady howling of_ rhornc- 
Foc and Dunlop^and were quickly ^dis­
missed for the feeble total 
which were contributed by Mathews. - -------' m to
essential that special officials shouW 
be appointed to handle the work. There 
seemed some hope qow that 
warden, would bg appointed .for the
Jackson, chairman of the Game 
.rri nifliiitfr tliut a mcctinH; of the 
i bo held in this district atBoard would
district, but the help of thg Board 
would be very valuable towards hav- 
iuR the appointment made. Some  ̂ ot 
the mountain lakes had been restocked
an early .datCj when the matters
with trOut, but the results would be 
nil unless adequate protection was se­
cured. The existing laws were quite
good enough if they were only' en­
forced. He could quote authentic in-
Considering the importance of the On Okanagan Mission KO»‘P^»« 
fixture, the game was not up to the | bat it soon uccarae evident that, al
l I S M a r T a r f - w a s  ta «o.y a con- M  ma,.y
f<«qt between the Salmon Arm defence handled a hat for many moons, they 
and the Kelowna home. The weather Lcrtainly had not forgotten the 
was showery but in no way interferedUyay to time baU8_scnt them, and runs 
S h  X y  There was a fiir turn-out came fairly fast. Crichton Mallam and
of spectators, who at no stage were Thorricloe showed specially^gpod form, 
r n u S  to anv great pitch of enthustaSm, the latter batting m fine 8tylĉ _To5.*̂ ‘S
except perhaps in the last, quarter,! 18 runs. None of the others
wl.cn t h f  locals had decidedly t L  bet- l„,jg and the
T,.r of the olav. I On Keevil's eleven testing their luck
Referee Dick Douglas, of Vernon, in the second indngs they did consid- 
lh .S ‘the tean.s ni, a tl45 'p ,.n ., Keldw- ecably better. Keev.l, Mathews and
stances of three, rods accounting for 
a thousand small fish in Mission 
Creek and other catches of from live 
to seven hundred, running down tb 
two inches in size. Gaine was also bad­
ly in need, of protection and, if a game 
warden bad been available at tliat 
time, absolute proof could have been 
obtained of Indians lolling deer ' in
^ Mr. Spurrier said he had been great­
ly surprised toTind that there was no
mit in this district upon the nunibcr 
of trout that could be taken in a day. 
The reason was that the trout in the 
streams here had been classified as o:: 
the Kamloops variety,^ Which was not 
included in the .list of varieties _upon 
which a basket limit was placed. There 
■was a limit everywhere ®Tsc, so far as
1C
brought to' their attention would bo 
gone into, including the appomtracnli 
of a Game Warden. ^  '
Crystallizing the discussion into ac- 
,̂on, Messrs. G. R. Bingcr and Mc- 
Co^n moved that the Minister of Lands 
be requested to provide an adequate 
fish ladder at the South Okanagan Ir­
rigation Project intake. Carried. .
Mr. Craig suggested that a copy of 
the resolution be sent to Mrs. McGrc- 
or, defeated Liberal candidate at 
iimilkamccn, who Would help to get 
action. Agreed. _   ̂ , _
As to the appointment of a Game 
Warden, Mr. Latta suggested that a 
brief' he prepared for■ submission to 
Mr. Jackson on hb arrival here, and 
this, will be done. ,Messrs. Spurrier and Bingcr moved 
that the Board request the Minister of
A new industry in this province, omr 
which promises to develop Into a large 
business, is the manufacture of jpulp* 
stones, the immense grinders which are 
used in flic making of pulp in the paper 
mills of this continent. They weigh- 
from two to seven tons find cost, from 
$200 to $800 each. The rock from 
which they arc made comes from New-* 
castle Island, near Nanaimo.
Fisheries to appoint a Fisheries W ar­
den for this district. Carried.
na A running up respectable ,scofcs.short period of passing in the vicinity However, fbe Jjcst they could do was 
K e*^v is ito rs’ goal with an |to  notch up 77, which feft the Mission
As a final suggestion, Mr. Thomp­
son advocated that a'deputation from 
the Board join the Fish and Game Pro­
tective Association in intcryicwing Mr. 
Jackson, in reply to w h i^  President
3 else l  My TOy*^^^
Hiil x f c o  being no ■further business, the
occasFon^arshot senVin Sinclair’s d̂  ̂ 26 runs to Kct. This  ̂ proved an
1. The Salmon Arm home get con- easy task fof the country player^
jrodnd the; lakes Tn the Kamloop, dis- S ^ r S e d , a 10.30 7m .trict warning anglers that the maxi-1 mccung aujuu 
mum basket was twenty. It was a ridi­
culous thing that there was po^limit
5 S ra n d Jo n 7 7 w " iS ^
i S p T e  pla^ near the local nets, but on the former havmg to rebre hurt ^  
*i,„̂ T<r.viv>Wna rlAfonri* fin.-illv rctum thc Dunlop joiniog Thorncloe, the runs
lerc. Not only were under-sized fish been damaged by rairi and
taken in large quantities but, in small! — .. .
the Kelown  defe ce ally e rn e ; n rnci^ n
b i n  to the other end of the held where were. ir.l o«, both ,  batsmep pUwng
0
0
0
0
I Thompson, not out, ............
..I..... L
it remains, all .L'homVyeelion S 'om ^ ŝ  but hitting ont hard.
team seeking a favourable opening Score follows:—
With the, opposing defence men watch- Keevirs XL
ing them closely. Almost at First Innings
of the period Hubert Shiliihgford shot b. Thornelop ........- ....
the ball into the net, the Salmon Arm  ̂ Thornloe, b* Dunlop ....... )[
goal umpire turned his head to another gutton, c. Mallam, b. Thorneloe .... "
part of the fifeld, the ball going in and g  Mathews, b. Dunlop ........
I out again without his seeing R* Keevil, b. Thorneloe J.......... -........-
failed to put up his hand. ̂  A dispute quj. ................... ...........
followed but, on Sinclair s admission q  Mathews, c. Mallam, b. Dunlop
that the ball had gone into his goal. Martin, b. Thorneloe ...........— ——
the tally was counted and the hj®M (jarlinge, b. Dunlop ......... ...............
period ended ere the teams could hne b. Dunlop
[ Up again; the score being 1-0 m favour j 
' of the black and gold. ,
Second Period' , Total .......
in  the second period the northern Second Innings
team get away On the face-off but are rvVhitehorn, b. Mallam ..........
unable to penetrate our defence. Again b. Farris
the attacking end of the Kelowna team gutton, c. Bennett, b. Farris 
are busy around ’Salmon Arm goal, ^  Mathews, b. Thorneloe 
iwith the visiting defence men checking' Mallam, b. Dunlop
hard and effectively, so that our sharp- j j ^h  ̂ f. Bennett, hi Dunlop .......
shooters get no chance to score, des- „ot out .................. .
pite many energetic,attempts to. do so. Garlinge, b. Thorneloe ..............
The half-time whistle blows with the U^Qjgg, g. Mallam, b. Thorneloe 
score remaining at 1-0 in Kelowna s U p b .  Thorneloe —
favour. Extras ...... ......-......
Third Period
After , the customary ten minutes | Total -------- ------------  **
rest at half-time, Kelowna get away
on the face-^off. The local.home agami Okanagan Mission
manoeuvres around the visitors goal, • First Innings
and a series of individual plays, ■ , Mathews   — - - -  6
spersed with" combined _passsing and gg^^g^j^ 'b. Whitehorn ........3
scrimmages, results m Glare ̂ cP heC  p^^j  ̂ Whitehorn ... ..— ..... 6
notching goal number tyro. The Sal- Mallam, b. W hitehorn   - 10
nion Arm players are not able to pud ^horueloe, b. Bush ................-  I f
on an effective counter attack, and The Hall .........................
play in this as in preceding p e r i o d s b .  Sutton ......1....,...-..-..—- -  4
continues mostly in the visitors terri- --_|j - Garlinge, b. Sutton .... . 1
tory, but the defenders fight back hard g^rgons, b. Sutton 
and succeed in preventing further scor- p  j _ Thompson, b. Bush
streams flowing out of the lakes neaH 
McCulloch* people had been netting the ' 
spawning trout. By such practices the 
fish were rapidly being depleted and a 
great asset to the district was being 
destroyed, especially valuable as a 
means of attracting tourists. By con­
trast, he had seen fine cut-throat trout 
being caught at Wenatchee under the 
bridge, simply because there was ade-
In the Kamloops district the onion 
op has  ed. I 
will be exceptionally light.
“ PROCRASTINATION I S  
THE TH IEF OF TIME ”
is a very old saying which has been 
brought home, to oeverar In our 
neighbourhood of Idtc. Somo of our 
good friends have had losses on 
which they had insufficient or no 
protection at all. In sortie cases we 
owners had thought of protccung 
their buildings, but had dc>fycvn- 
auring until it whs too 'al®* Biro 
insurance rates arc, reasonable and 
a few dollars premium may save 
you thousands.
DO NOT DELAY ! SEE
C: W. Wilkinson & Co.
EstablisJied ^
Corner Bernard Ave. land W ater St. 
Phone 254
INSURANCE OP a l l  KINDS 
REAL ESTATE
ouatc protection with a mart to every 
> — 'while here there
i S f - j M e ' K e l o ^ t &  -----------------  “
0
22
32
3
57
Pinal Period I Extras ....................  3
Salmon Arm get away with the ball Total ...  — 64
on the face-off of the final period and Second Innings
make valiant but futile efforts to pene- Mallam, retired h u r t .............. -
trate the Kelowna nets. Again t"® Thorneloe, not o u t’.....— -....-
local home force the visitors to P®- Dunlop, not out ........ .............
fend their goal, numerous shots being] , Extras ----
sent in, none, however, registering until
Bill Raymer sends in a beauty that] T o ta l........ .....
goes true. Facing off again, like Now that Okanagan Mission has 
flash Hubert Shillingford scores the gt^rted to play again, it is hoped that a 
fourth and last goal of the day, com-1 club will be organized
.pletely blasting any lingering bopeLj^|re,
that the visitors might have had of a Mission team not only contains
final rally, and the game ends with the bats, but also some very
total tajly 4-0 in favour of the home bowlers and several changes of
team. r,- . . bowlers, Mallam’s left-handeddehver-
The players and officials were: ies proving specially hard to handle.
Referee: Eddie Douglas, Vernon. I This game revived hope of a cricket
Timekeepers: Eddie Pettigrew, Kelow- jgg yg this part of the Interior
na; J. C. Stainton, Salmon^Arm^ _I next year.
few miles of river, , -
was one man to about three thousand
square niilcs. . - -i. . xuMr- Thompson suggested that the 
Board should urge settlement^ of the 
question of jurisdiction over fisheries 
as between the Province and the Do- 
minioa and the placing of control in 
the hands of the Province. ,
Mayor Sutherland, pointed out that 
the enforcement of all laws, whether 
Dominion, or provincial, lay m the 
hands of the Province, and this initiat­
ed a long discussion upon the, respec­
tive powers and responsibilities of fed­
eral and provincial officials in  ̂which 
a number of the meirtbers took part.
Getting back to the maim question, 
Mr, Spurrier expressed ccmfidence that 
if the Board took action, a Dominion 
Fish Warden for this district would be
M. Crawford heartily en­
dorsed what Mr. Spurrier had said 
as to the value of good fishing as an 
attraction'to tourists'.
Mr, F; W. Groves strongly support­
ed the movement for appointment of 
game wardens, of, whom He held there 
should be at least two, one for each side 
of Okanagan Lake. During his  ̂ con­
stant travel through, the mountains in 
the course of survey, work he had seen 
a great diminution in the quantity of 
game in the last ten years, and if pro-, 
tection was not afforded, there would 
je no deer, grouse or fish in the_ coun­
try within- a very short space of tinie. 
As to fish, he knew that Indians mafie 
a practice of going up to tlie moun­
tain lakes while the snow was stilTon 
the ground, setting traps and catching 
the spawning fish that go into the 
small streams. Out in_ the hihs he 
leard of more game being unlawfully 
killed than people could realize who 
seldom went^nto the mountains. Trap­
pers destroyed a lot of game and fish, 
which they scattered along their trails j 
to 'attract fur animals to their traps. 
Mr. Latta handed to the chairman 
letter received by him from Mr. M.
Kelowna
Gordon
Spear
Parkinson
Neill .
Watt
Day
> McMillan 
Raymer 
Wilson . 
MePhee
goal 
point 
c. point 
1st def.
2nd def.
3rd def.
centre 
3rd home 
2nd home
______  1st home
C. Shillingford outside home Bellamy 
H. Shillingford irtside home McGuire 
Vic. DeHart Spare
S a lm ^  A r a ] “ Several other matches will be played 
^"clair in the near future, among them one a- 
Owens i ĵgj Salmon Arm and return m a tte s
against Mr. Hewetson’s XL and Ok- 
W iwdd ^ g a n  Mission. Anothe- 
■ **lwill also have to be met.Thompson
Burrellu S er  CONSERVATION OF 
J, Honey! FISH AND GAME
Currie (Continued front Page 4)
Mr. Stirling replied that Premier 
Oliver had informed Mr. L- E- Tay­
lor who had interviewed mm on the 
subject, that he did not think it was
WEEDY LOTS A^E
TO BE' CLEANED UP
(Continued from Page 1)
would like to ^charge, say, $10 for a 
dog licence in order to reduce the num­
ber of worthless and useless dogs, that 
in many places form a constant nuis­
ance, but the Act laid down a maxi­
mum licence fee of $3.00. In many 
ether ways the hands of a municipality 
were tied, and it was not possible to 
do many things that were desirable and 
for the public good simply because of 
the restrictions and limitations imposed 
by the Act. .
Payment was approved of $7.50 to 
the Kclow'iia Lawn Tennis Club, being 
half the cost of a special night watch­
man put on by the Club during the re­
cent Interior tennis tournament, after 
some dishes and other articles had been 
stolen from the Club’s premises.
By-Law. No. 391, granting an option 
to Mr. G. H. Kerr for the purenase of 
the N. of Lot 3, Block 9, Registered 
Plan 462, at a price of $200, was given 
three readings.
Aid. Shepherd reported that he had 
been Jnformed by Mr. J, Coupland, 
garbage removal contractor, that some 
people Were still using incinerators in 
violation of the Garbage Collection 
By-Law, and the alderman advised
that, the City having already issued 
several warnings on this practice, the 
police should interview the offenders. 
Agreed.
Aid. Meikle said he had noticed that 
a large number of trees on private pro­
perty were overhanging the streets, 
causing much discomfort and annoy­
ance to passersby in wet weather. The 
cutting .of weeds had also been much 
neglected, and the High School yard 
itself was in a disgraceful condition 
with rank weeds about eight feet high, 
imjluding a patch of thistles.
The Mayor jocularly suggested that 
the thistles should be good material 
for the agricultural instructor to use 
in demonstrating to hid pupils.
Aid. Latta was of the opinion that 
lots upon which weeds were growing 
should be inspected by the police and 
the occupants or owners warned to 
have them cut, otherwise the work 
would be done by the City and charged 
against the property.
Aid. Latta's views were endorsed by 
his colleagues and will be acted upon
On account of the date of the next 
regular meeting falling upon Labour 
Day and the municipal convention aJ 
Penticton following immediately there­
after, it was decided not to fix a defin 
itc date for the next meeting and to 
leave the calling together of the Coun­
cil in the hands of the Mayor.
Notes
A number of Vernon lacrosse enthu _ _
siasts witnessed the game and hoped necessary to employ coimsel at the 
for the , defeat of Kelowna, but they coming session, and the Premier evi- 
were out of luck. dently intended tb handle the case tor
» * ♦ the province himself.
As an exhibition of the national After some further discussion, the 
game we have seen many better con- j subject was drpimed in order to perimt 
tests on the same grounds. Messrs. J. H. Thompson L E
•  * •  Spurrier, representatives of the Kc
Gordon, Spear and Neill had it fair- lowna Fish and Ganie Protective Asso 
ly easy, as did the other Kelowna elation, to be heard, 
defence men, but they were not taking pish And Game Protection
any chances, and any time the visitors Thompson stated that the Asso
tried they were quickly checked. ciation was very anxious to get the
, * * * I support of the Board in securing bet-
The Salmon Arm defence men were ^er protection for fish and game in
forced to play a hard game, and they this locality. At a meeting of the Asso
did succeed in spoiling many well in-1 ciation held last winter it had been 
of our nlome.tended effqrts
Final League Standing 
final standing of the _ t 
the end of the league games is:—
I asserted' that much damage was being 
done by the practice of winter nshing 
in Okanagan Lake, but this had since
ofThe / ‘ l .s ta n ^ S  r^  :.came a t| b e e n ^ ^ e r^ e d  a n ^  due
es_is.- - adequate fish
Games Won Lost Tied] ^t the headworks of the South­
ern Okanagan Irrigation Project, on 
the Okanagan River, near Oliver. The 
result was that steel-heads for a num­
ber of years had been unable to ascenc 
the river to Okanagan Lake. A so- 
called ladder had been installed but it 
was quite in the wrong place and was
Kelowna ........ 8 5 1
Vernon .......... 8 4 4 0
Salmon Arm .. 8 2 5 1
The Shaw Cup
The Kelowna lacrosse team is is­
suing a challenge for ' the Shaw Cup,
This°trophy was“won by the Armstrong j entirely useless. The assistance of the 
lacrosse team from Kamloops in 1914,i Board was also desired to secure means
and no challenge has been sent to the I of enforcement of the regulations pro 
holders since then. _ | hibiting the netting and spearing o
The Shaw Cup w'as originally put up I fish and as to the quantity that couk 
as a trophy, the holding of which re-j be taken in a , day, minimum size an 
presented the Lacrosse Championship j restrictions on sale. Owing to the lack 
of the Interior of British Columbia, j of game wardens, there was practically 
and there has not been a contest fori no protection, as the law ejsuM not be 
that title during the past ten years, ow-1 enforced, and small fish under eight 
ing to the war and conditions arising j inches in length—-often only two or 
therefrom. | three inches long—were taken by the
sackful. The provincial police had their
PLASTIGRAMS
______  . .. P'
hands too full with other matters to 
look after game, and it was absolutely
B B n  'iS B. ii
Wide flouth msonJairs’’aef 5̂ alln$* Brand .
K e e p  All t h e  F bod!
tto M o u ld !  N o S p o i la ^ I y
Use No Rubber Rin^s
Convenient \/ide Mouth
/banded Ihe __
GRANDJAN n̂ ANCim 1̂ 93 I , - ,oicoo 19*6
:  IT DOESN’T PAY!
tkl to  take a chance on losing  
your fruit by using out o f  
date jars and old tops.
D
W e Stock and Guarantee 
W ID E  M O U TH  M A SO N
e c o n o m y
P E R F E C T  SE A L  and 
Q U E E N  JARS
and all Accessories, and offer 
them  at
R IG H T PR IC ES.
D
B a  B B
I Holmes nd
Gordon, Ltd.
■ Family Grocers Phone 30 ■
a  Quality up to a standard 
_ —not down to a price.
”b  , a  , B O B B B
___ f_ l i M
J*’-f
Correct Fall
Styles
Fashion loving wom en need go no farther than 
this store to know what fashion has decreed as 
correct for fall wear. Here, under one. roof, the 
various modes tell their individual story of newness 
authenticly. And in the assortments, there are 
modes, simple or elaborate, all bearing the mark 
of a subtle artistry in designing.
The New Fall Fabrics Will 
Bid You a Gheery Welcome
F o r  the past two weeks there has been
intense activity in this department.- N ew  arrivals 
were rushed through the formality of checking, 
and now they are in readiness to unfold to you the  
new  weaves and rich, falb colors. Each pattern, 
and  there are many, is the very  latest in style, the  
best in quality and low est in price, consistent with  
quality.
Gloves in all the Fall Styles 
and Shades
think ofThe fashionable, woman wouldn’t
planning her fall wardrobe without considering the 
all important accessory— G LO VES, She realizes 
their importance and always has a supply on hand 
to harmonize' w ith her many costumes. And here 
she will find all the new gloves fancies m leather 
and silk fabrics, in lengths and shades to m eet ev­
ery stylish need.
1.
T H O M A S  L A W S O N ,  L T D .
PHONE 215 KELOWNA, B. C.
sen
